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, Winona State University is in
the process of making upgrades and
additions all over campus, as a part
of the Campus Master Plan that has
been taking place since 1975.
The Campus Master Plan is an
initiative aimed at developing and
. . .
nlaintaming adequate facilities for
all WSU programs.
In 1997, a report for the Campus
Master Plan was written by
Symmes Maini & McKee
Associates. The report stated the
Campus Master Plan is intended to
preserve the features that make
WSU's campus distinctive, foster
and build the sense of community
important to university life, optimize and rationalize the university
physical resources, to enhance the
Aniversity ties to the city of Winona
and identify a long-term vision for
the future of the campus.
The most recent phases of the
Campus Master Plan were the new
WSU library and the greenification
.process. The greenification was the
tearing up of the street that went
from Prentiss-Lucas Hall to
Maxwell Library. Along with that,
WSU added sidewalks and landscaping. The next phase of the
Master Plan is to construct a "bub?ble" and add new lights to the
newly renovated Maxwell Field.
The four poles of 40-candle
power lights were installed two
weeks ago. The lights were first
used for Cotter High School's
_ Homecoming football game (last
Friday). All Cotter home football
games take place on Maxwell
Field.
If and when the bubble is completed next year, Maxwell Field
will be a useful resource available
.to all students. Giving students
access to the new field will open up
opportunities to students who want
a sports area while McCown Gym
is occupied. Furthermore, it will cut
down overall use of the deteriorating
"The bubble will be awesome
for the Winona area. It will be
84,000 square ft. of unlimited
activity. The dome took three years,
and everyone is excited that the
project is in the final stages," said
WSU football head coach Tom
Sawyer. "It will be a recruiting
tool, and it will enable us to have
spring practice indoors."
Athletic Director Larry Holstad
said Augsburg College in St. Paul
built a bubble for their football
field similar to the one planned for
WSU. The college rents out the
field to local teams in the winter.
Indoor soccer teams and other
sports regularly take advantage of
the field at Augsburg.
Even though we may rent out
Maxwell Field, it is important that
the students have first priority for
use on the field," Holstad said.
,-

.
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See Plan, page 2

The new athletic turf in Winona
State University's Maxwell Field
has had a few problems since its
ground breaking last summer, the
most recent being a
vandalism/arson that occurred after
the Sept. 24 football game.
The recent vandalism has
sparked discussion on the amount
of security at Maxwell Field.
At a Sept. 29 Student Senate
meeting, Student Union Director
Joe Reed said some person(s)
sneaked into the field Sept. 25
sometime
after dark. They vandalJeff Mllifillger/WINONAN
ized a WSU sign and used one of
Seven-year-old Dalton Brethorst misses his trick landing Monday outside Kryzsko Commons while his brother Tanner, 10,
Chartwells' charcoal grills to pour
and sister Arian, 4, look on. The trio were killing time waiting for their mother to get out of class.
burning charcoal's onto an end
zone, singeing a noticeable hole
into the brand-new Astroplay tv-f.
WSU President Darrell Krueger
said security is a priority for the
field and that a more secure gate
will be built which should keep
people from sneaking in.
However, things were not going
Jessie Warren
National Depression Screening
and were in the top 50 percent of
because of this or other issues.
according to plan in mid-July when
WINONAN
Day was created to bring this
their graduating class. An ACT
Bree Stiener, a psychology stu- construction crews discovered a
Winona State University's counawareness to college students.
score of 21 is one of many requiredent, mentioned that she had to landfill under Maxwell Field's topseling center will participate in
"There has been a dramatic
ments for admissions. This stankeep a certain GPA in order to keep soil. This created a multi-thousand
National Depression Screening
increase (of depression) at WSU
dard is two points higher than at
her scholarship at WSU.
dollar problem for WSU and ruined
Day Thursday. The screening will
within the last three years," said Pat
Saint Mary's University, but lower
"That puts on pressure all by hopes to build the "bubble" over the
be held at 3:30 p.m. in dinning
Ferden, M.S., a WSU counselor.
than colleges like Gustavus
itself," said Steiner.
new turf this November.
rooms E and F in Kryzsko
According to Ferden, the
Adolphus College and Carleton
However, according to profes"Finding the landfill really
Commons.
increase could have several causes,
College, which have an average of
sor and clinical psychologist Mary slowed things down," said Athletic
Psychological research points
one being the increase of WSU's
28.
S. Kesler, the increase in standards Director Larry Holstad. "It brought
out that there has been an increase
standards for incoming freshmen.
"Students want to do well acadour costs way up and made it finanin depression among a younger
Freshmen at WSU now score an
emically," said Ferden. However,
cially impossible to put in the bubpopulation in the 20t1- century.
average of 23 on their ACT scores
stress levels have increased
See Awareness, page 3 ble this year."
WSU financial analyst Scott
Ellinghuysen said although the
bubble's cost is unknown at this
time, it will most likely be constructed next fall.
"WSU has already received
some informal estimates on a bubble, and we will know the true cost
when the bidding process is completed sometime next spring," said
Ellinghuysen.
Julie Hawker
Both
Ellinghuysen
and
WINONAN
Krueger said that money from
WSU donators and the recent Pepsi
Plans to remodel the old
contract will fund the bubble.
Maxwell Library building are on
"If everything goes right,
hold until a funding request is
(WSU) will probably have a bubble
approved. After remodeling it will
by fall of 2000," said Ellinghuysen.
house the College of Education,
Holstad and Krueger agreed the
Child Care Center and Department
bubble should be up before next
of Computer Science.
winter.
"A
funding
request
of
"As of now, everything is work$8,342,000 dollars has been sent to
ing great, and we will hopeful have
the legislature," said John Burros,
a bubble next fall," said Krueger.
Director of Facilities Management.
If constructed, the bubble will
Burros said the outcome of the
serve as a practice arena for any
request will be known in May
sport, intramural, club or anyone
2000. If funding is approved, coninterested in using the facility. It
struction would start in September
will cover the entire turf area and
2000.
will have its own climate control.
Requests for space in the buildHolstad added that Maxwell Field
ing were sent out in 1993 by the
now has lights, which Cotter High
Space Utilization Committee to see
School played under Friday for
who wanted residence in the buildtheir Homecoming game.
ing.
One other concern about the
Tim Gegg-Harrison, chair of the
new
turf regards exactly who can
Computer Science department,
use it. Many people have been conEmily Papendieck/WINONAN fused about this, and according to

Awareness day coming to WSU
National Depression Screening Day set for Thursday

Maxwell Library to house
new departments soon

See Maxwell, page 2

Maxwell Library stands vacant awaiting state funds to finance the necessary remodeling before
housing the College of Education, computer science department and Child Care Center.

See Turf, page 2
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News Briefs
Flight Instructor School offers new course

A commercial and certified flight instructor ground school
course began last Friday at WSU's airway science classroom
located in Winona's Max Conrad Field administration building.
Class meets Friday evenings from 7 to 10:30 p.m. and
Saturdays from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. for the next four weekends.
For more information, contact WSU's Barb Ramer at 457-5585.
ACEED offers engineering course

The WSU Adult Continuing Education and Extension
Department (ACEED) is sponsoring a two-credit course called
"Design of Experiments for Certified Quality Engineer
Preparation." The class will be on Tuesdays from 6 to 9 p.m.
starting Nov. 2 and ending Dec. 21. Tuition as a graduate course
is approximately $275 and $180 for the undergraduate course.
For more information, call 457-5080.
Two-day workshop explores relationships

The WSU ACEED is offering a two-day workshop for couples
from 7 to 10 p.m. Oct. 8 and from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Oct. 9 at
WSU.
Titled "Looking for Love in all the Right Places: Intimacy and
Sexuality in Your Life," the workshop will explore connections
between intimacy, sexual happiness, emotions and honesty.
The workshop is led by WSU nursing professor Steve Kilkus and
marriage and family counselor Suzanne Kilkus.
Cost is $160 per couple and $80 per individual. To register or
for more information, contact Winona State's ACEED at 4575080.
WNSA announces 1999-2000 officers

Winona State University's chapter of Minnesota Nursing
Student Association (MNSA), has announced its new officers.
MNSA is an organization that provides nursing students with
opportunities for resume building, volunteer activities and community fundraisers—
Emily Cooper, President
Amy Wermager, Vice-President
Jayme Meidam, Secretary
Tim Bougie, Treasurer

Plan
Continued from page 1'
Planning of other phases of the
Campus Master Plan are already in
effect. The renovation of Maxwell
Library is the next step. After renovation procedures take place the
Department of Education is likely
to become the primary tenant.
While Health Services occupies
the first floor of the original gothic
style building, the dramatic vaulted
second floor of the building shows
promise as an events-oriented
space. It could be used as a welcome center or reception hall.
After the renovation, an addition
to Stark Hall will be built on the
north side of the building. It is envisioned that the new wing would
house the basic science programs
and the existing Stark Hall will
continue to house the engineering
and nursing disciplines.
Another possible phase to
undergo planning is the construction of new residence halls. WSU
is becoming crowded and will
reach a point when overflow housing will no longer be conceivable.
Planning has already begun, and
WSU hopes to have new residence
halls in the near future.
"We hope all this will happen, it
will greatly influence this school
for the better," said WSU President
Darrell Krueger.

Approximately 25 Postdoctoral Fellowships to be awarded in
a nationwide competition. Deadline: Jan. 7.
Approximately 29 Dissertation Fellowships to be awarded in
a nationwide competition. Deadline: Nov. 12.
Approximately 50 Predoctoral Fellowships to be awarded in a
nationwide competition. Deadline: Nov. 12.
For more information, contact the National Research Council
at (202) 334-2872.
AAUW scholarship fund available

The annual report of the American Association of University
Women Scholarship Fund is available for inspection.
Contact Treasurer Carol Joyce Blumberg within 180 days
after publication of this notice of its availability. The Scholarship
Fund is located at 1415 McNally Drive, Winona. Contact
Blumberg at 457-5589.
Second WSU Lyceum event set for Oct. 12

Dr. Richard Dawkins, an internationally known author, zoologist and evolutionary biologist, speak at 7 p.m. Oct. 12 in WSU's
Somsen Hall auditorium.
Titled "A Darwinian Evening With Richard Dawkins," the lecture is about how genes compete to survive and flourish through
natural selection.
A leader of the new Darwinists, Dawkins was born in Kenya
and has taught at the University of California at Berkeley.
Dawkins' lecture, part of WSU's Lyceum Series, is free and
open to the public. For more information, call Ken McCullough,
English Department faculty, at 457-5857.
Sign Language class now available

Sign Language I, taught by sign language interpreter Wendy
Tesmer, will teach anyone the basics of sign language.
The class meets for six consecutive Wednesdays beginning
on Oct. 13 from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. in Room 110 of the Winona
High School, 901 Gilmore Avenue.
The cost is $24. To register or for more information, contact
the Community Education Office at 454-9450.
WSU class bringing cheer to Senior Friendship Center

The WSU Leisure and Aging Class is bringing WSU's football
coach, team captains and cheerleaders to the Winona Senior
Friendship Center to learn fun facts about Coach Sawyer and
the players. Free and open to the public. Thursday, October 7,
at 2 p.m. Refreshments will be served.
Fall Commencment

All graduating seniors should have applied for Fall semester
Graduation by this time. If you have not yet applied, please do
so immediately. Graduation applications are available in the
Registrars office, 114 Somsen Hall, and also from the Rochester
Center for Rochester students.
The Winonan accepts all news briefs turned in by Friday
noon. Editors reserve the right to edit for space and content as
they see fit.
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Maxwell
Continued from page 1 1

Continued from page 1
Holstad, a few WSU students were
kicked off the field after the Sept.
25 football game when WSU security found them playing a friendly
game of football on the new turf.
Holstad apologized about the
miscommunication and said "the
new field is open for everyone to
use. It is important for all students

to know that the it is a resource for
them. But (the athletic department)
needs you to fill out a reservation
form that says you are responsible
for the field at the time of use."
If anyone is interested in reserving the field, contact the athletic
department at 457-5210.

Good Weekly Income
Processing mail for national company! Free
supplies, postage! No selling! Bonuses!
Start immediately! Genuine opportunity!
Please rush Long Self Addressed Stamped Envelope to:

Ford Foundation offers three fellowships for minorities

9r

*

G Gateway signage
D Drop-off area
P
Existing parking
S
Service area

Turf

WSU phone directories

WSU's student senate is once again putting together the
WSU Student Phone Directory. Both the Data Privacy and
change of address forms can be picked up at the student senate or registrar's office. All forms must be returned by
Wednesday, Oct. 13. For more information, contact Lisa Bell at
the student senate office at 457-5316.

Campus Master Plan Key
lA Addition to Stark Hall
1B New Facade and
Renovation of Pasteur Hall
1C New Facade for
Gildemeister Hall
1D Remove Howell Hall
lE New Facade for Phelps
Hall
1F Addition to Performing
Arts Center
1G Addition to Memorial Hall
with gym and new
entrance
1H Parking structure and tennis courts
lI
Alumni/Boosters Facility
2 Residence Hall
3 Mall: Outdoors graduation area for 3000-5000
people
4 Monuments/statue/outdoor stage
5 Pedestrian bridge over
railroad tracks
6 New soccer field
7 Relocated baseball field
8 Relocated football/soccer stadium
9 New softball field

Master plan courtesy of Paulien & Associates, Inc. and Symmes Maini & McKee
AssociatesNVinsor Faricy.

Nursing Society is selling winter survival kits

Kappa Mu, the WSU chapter of the nursing honor society
Sigma Theta Tau International, will be selling winter safety survival kits on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 2 until 4
p.m. during the months of October and November in Stark Hall
Room 303.
The kits are $7 for one, $12 for two. They contain bandages,
latex gloves, a road flare, a CPR rescue breather and more.
Proceeds will go towards nursing scholarships. For more information, contact Karen Gardner at 457-5134.
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Winona State University

Winonan
The Winonan, Winona State University's first student
newspaper, established in 1922, is managed, funded and oper ated by and for the students of Winona State University. The
Winonan generates 65 percent of its budget through adver tising sales. The remaining 35 percent is provided through
student activities fees. The Wmonan is recognized annually
as an award- winning newspaper by the Minnesota -Better
Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism for
both individual achievement and as a whole. The Winonan is
copyrighted and may not be reproduced without permission.
Subscriptions for persons outside the university are avail -

said the decision of who would
move in was made according to
needs and what would fit in the
building.
"In general, everyone is positive
about the move," said Carol
Anderson, dean of education. If the
plan is approved, the Department of
Education, Education Leadership,
Special Education and Counselor
Education will move into the old
Maxwell building.
"This would allow all education
programs and departments to work
together," said Anderson. The professional education center includes
the curriculum lab, media center,
nursery and child care center.
The layout for the old Maxwell
Library will have the child care
center on the old first floor, the
College of Education on the first
and second floor, and the

The nation's leader in college
marketing is seeking an energetic,
entrepreneurial student for the
position of campus rep. No sales
involved. Place advertising on
bulletin boards for companies such
as American Express, Microsoft
and Columbia House.
♦ Fabulous earnings
♦ Part time job
♦ Choose your own hours
♦ 8-10 hours per week
American Passage Media, Inc.

Campus Rep Program
Seattle, WA

800-481-2434 Ed. 4444
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Department of Computer Science
on the third.
"It looks like now we are
expecting to make the science
building first priority over remodel-)
ing of the old Maxwell building,)
which would put off our move,''
said Anderson.
If the funding isn't approved,
the building will still be used by'
those who don't require remodeling.
The proposed architect plans for
those departments that expect to
move into the building are scheduled to be done by December.
Students' knowledge of proposed plans for the old Maxwell
library are somewhat mixed.
"I don't know," said junior
Becca Nawikas, as did freshman
Joanna Anderson. Both were curious and showed interest in hearing
the proposed plans for the old
building.
Other students responded differently.
"I know the education depart ment is planning to move there,"
said freshman Grant Hubbard.
"It'll enrich the university's
focus on education if the plans for
Maxwell go through," said sophomore Heather Fulton. "With such a
broad use of computers nowadays,
the computer science department
moving to a separate location will
also benefit the university's overall
quality of education," said Fulton.
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lab gets
P new
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Awareness
Continued from page 1

Selby

WINONAN

The Mass Communication
department at Winona State
University received approximately
$100,000 of new hardware and
L'oftware for the Phelps lab this
summer. The library and Somsen
computer labs received color printers, both of which can be accessed
from anywhere on campus.
The Phelps lab got 20 new
Macintosh computers, two color
scanners and an overhead projector.
Mass Communication professor
Drake Hokanson said he likes
being able to use the projector.
"I need to adapt more of my
class material for the projector," he
said. " I'll be using it more when
we get it hooked up for use with a
laptop."
The software includes the
newest version of Quark XPress,
!Adobe PhotoShop and Adobe
"lustrator. Quark is taught in Mass
Communication Computer
Applications and used extensively
in Publication Design and
Publication Practicum. The other
two programs are new to the lab
and are being incorporated into
Close classes.
"The programs have a lot of
options and are easy to use. I also
do all my Internet work here
because these computers are faster
than mine," said Kelly Repinski, a
fifth year student working on her
second degree.

Page

Jenny Butler/WINONAN

Mike Cavanagh, print media lab supervisor, uses one of the old computers in the Phelps Hall
computer lab Sept. 29 to help set up the new Apple G3s. The mass communication department
received about $100,000 worth of computer equipment over the summer.

"Everything we really
need we have."
Mike Cavanagh

for greater flexibility.
The iMacs have Zip drives
instead of floppy drives. Zip disks
are becoming standard because
they hold more than 75 times as
much information as floppy disks.
The Phelps lab is currently on a
three-year replacement cycle. The
computers' life span is shortened
by chalk from the near-by gymnastics room. The chalk, which travels
through the air vents, sticks to moving parts in the computers and
builds up heat.
According to Cavanagh, the
mass communication department
originally chose Macintosh over
IBM because it had superior graphics programs. They chose to stay
with Macintosh so they could continue to use the same software.
Cavanagh also said it's easier to
use IBM products with Macs than
vice-versa. For example, the Macs
will read IBM Zip disks, but IBMs
don't read Apple disks.
"I think we'll stick with Macs
next time we buy, but there may
eventually be a switch to IBM,"
said Cavanagh. He said in the
future the decision will be made

Junior photojournalism major
Jim Sewastynowicz agreed.
"You can do more with these
because they're faster," he said. He
also likes having PhotoShop on all
the computers.
No major problems have
occurred with the computers, said
Print Media Lab Supervisor Mike
Cavanagh. He said there was a
minor problem with the Internet
Explorer software not running correctly, but it has been fixed.
One of the monitors also had to
be sent back to Apple for repairs,
and a surplus monitor from
Computer Information Services is
being used in the meantime.
"One bad monitor out of 20 is
not too bad," said Cavanagh. "We
had to send back three out of the
last 18 we bought, so we did pretty
well this time."
Cavanagh said the biggest
advantage of the new computers is
the G3 power PC chip, which is
three times faster and more powerful than the old chips. This means
less wait time during applications
and more memory. These computers are easy to upgrade and allow
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help a friend or roommate.
The screening will begin with a
lecture and discussion on what
depression is and what some of the
treatments are. Videos with testimonials of students and others who
have dealt with depression directly
or indirectly will be shown. A free
self-test can be taken.
"The test gives a real good idea
on the levels of depression," said
Ferden.
Counselors will be available to
discuss results and make referrals
when needed.
In the past, professors in the
psychology department and nursing
program have included the screening in their classes for in-class discussions or even extra credit.
"It is a good way to gather practical information," said Kesler, who
may have her classes attend.
Screening will also be held at
CMH from 1 to 4 p.m.

Symptoms of Depression may include:
-Persistent, sad, anxious or empty moods
-Loss of interest or pleasure in usual activities,
ranging from school work to sex
-Feelings of hopelessness, pessimism, guilt,
helplessness and worthlessness
-Changes in appetite
-Sleeping too much or too little
'Decreased energy
-Thoughts of suicide; suicide attempts
-Physical symptoms such as headaches, digestive
disorders and chronic pain

ATTENTION ALUMNI OF
The National Young Leaders
Conference, Washington, D.C.
-orThe National Youth Leadership
Forums on Law, Medicine or Defuse

If you are a first or second

Adjust your Study Schedule Around These Great Specials

,

according to price and which brand
will fit with existing software and
hardware.
"I've been using Apple since
their beginning and IBM for about
10 years, and I think the iMacs are
far superior to anything I've used in
the past," said Cavanagh.
The mass communication and
marketing departments will also be
getting smart boards. These electronic projector screens allow professors to manipulate programs
without sitting at the computer.
They are touch screens where a finger or pointer can be used as a
mouse or cursor. Cavanagh said he
doesn't know when the smart
boards will be here, but he hopes it
will be this year.
"We're sitting pretty well now,"
he said. "We got everything on our
wish list except a color printer. We
never expected to get a smart
board, and we're very happy with
the overhead projector. Everything
we really need we have."
Although the Phelps lab doesn't
have its own color printer, students
can print from the lab to the color
printers in Somsen or the library.

probably isn't the only reason for
the increase in depression.
Another reason for the increase
is the fact that there is less stigma
attached to depression. There are
more cases of depression recorded
because fewer people are afraid to
admit when something is wrong,
said Ferden.
Every college now has an
awareness of depression, said
Kesler. Usually it has to do with
students realizing that a friend or
someone they know needs help.
"It is a real good thing for students to go to," said Ferden. "Even
if it is just to learn more about
depression."
Ferden is in charge of the
screening day and will be one of
four counselors there.
The
National
Depression
Screening Day office recommends
attending to increase awareness of
depression, which could be used to

year student, there is a
prestigious on-campus
leadership opportunity we
have been asked to discuss
with you.
Please call Toll Free at
1-877-282-4952
no later than October 13
and ask to speak with one
of the program co-founders:
Barbara or Richard
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Lyceum Series to
bring performers,
authors to WSU

A work of art

Krista Lindemann
WINONAN

Jenny

BUtICI1WINONAN

Felix Bonke paints Avery Prondzinski's face at the Red Cross Youth Corps table during
Safety Day at the Winona Mall Saturday.

LUNIAC leader leaves
university for HBC
Missy Teff
WINONAN
Computer Information Services
Director Dan Pecarina has left
Winona State University for a position as Vice President of Technical
Operations at Hiawatha Broadband
•Communications.
Pecarina's last day at WSU was
Sept. 28. He will consult with the
CIS Department until Jan. 1, 2000,
or until a new director is hired.
"I'm happy for his new opportunity, but sorry to see him leave,"
--- said Print Media Lab Supervisor
- Mike Cavanagh. "He's been really
good about coordinating many different efforts."
WSU will conduct a national
- search for a new director after qualifications have been set. A commit, tee of faculty and students will be
formed to evaluate the applicants.
A new director is expected to be
fired within five months.
"I'm confident in the laptop pro2
. : ,,gram and the ability of the CIS
;"Department to carry on in Dan
_'-"Pecarina's absence," said CIS
Macintosh Specialist Marc Hauge.
Pecarina played a large part in
WSU's Laptop University pro. ,

Dan Pecarina
gram, LUNIAC.
"I've been involved from the
very start," said Pecarina. "We've
been talking about the program for
about five to six years."
After looking at other programs
around the nation, Pecarina and the
LUNIAC committee began defining what would be needed to convert WSU to a laptop university.
He worked closely with IBM
and. Apple in deciding what
machines would be most efficient
and economical for students and

faculty. He also set up contracting
with GE Capital for servicing and
leasing of the laptops.
"We're losing some expertise
and a person with high technical
skills, but I don't think the students
will notice a big difference," said
Dean Feller, WSU's GE Capital
Specialist.
Cavanagh said, "The university
seems to be really committed to the
laptop program, so I don't think his
absence will destroy it overnight."
Many students are unaware of
Pecarina's role at the university.
"I've heard of him but never
heard from any students who have
worked with him," said senior
Chistina Connelly.
Pecarina said he focused more
on the technical support and administrative side of LUNIAC.
"I was more involved with decision making about the program and
less involved with day-to-day problems," said Pecarina.
WSU's laptop program is now a
model for other schools looking to
become a laptop university.
"We're one of the focal points
nationwide because we're one of
the larger schools that has come the
furthest," said Pecarina.

The Winona State University
Lyceum Series for the 1999-2000
academic year promises to continue
its tradition of bringing fascinating
and informative speakers and performers to the WSU campus.
The theme of this year's series is
"Expanding Our Horizons." The
series will include several guest
speakers, a concert by the St. Paul
Chamber Qrchestra and Jo Ha Ku,
a performance group that features
an ancient traditional Japanese
court dance called Bugaku.
"We try to look for a good mix
of art and lecture each time," said
Dr. Thomas Nalli, the Lyceum
Series Chair. "We also try not to
duplicate what we've done in years
past."
The scheduled events go
through a lengthy process before
they are approved.
"Groups on campus' can put in
applications for a program, which
, are due early in the fall semester,"
said Nalli. "Anyone can propose a
lyceum idea. After that, there is a
meeting of a subcommittee that
recommends the funds. Once that
is done, it goes to a committee that
includes a member of the Winona
community as well as at least one
student. It's this committee that
makes the final decisions."
This year's program started
Sept. 23 with a poetry reading and
a discussion on literature led by

Sharon Olds. Olds is a professor of
English at New York University
and an award-winning published
poet.
"I really admired Sharon Olds'
poetry," said junior Karri Erbele.
"And now that I've met and spoken
with her, I admire her even more as
a person. It's great to get the
chance to speak with someone
you've respected for a long time."
Author, zoologist and evolutionary biologist Richard Dawkins,
originally scheduled to speak at
WSU last spring, will return to
campus Oct. 12 to present his lecture, "A Darwinian Evening with
Richard Dawkins," at 7 p.m. in
Somsen Auditorium. Dawkins is
recognized as the leader of the new
Darwinists. Nalli said the presenta
tion promises to be both "entertaining and controversial."
Lucy Lippard, an art critic,
writer, activist and feminist will
give a lecture based on her experiences in a range of fields, from
feminism to public art land use. Her
program, "Far Afield: An Art
Critic's Journey," will begin at 8
p.m. in Somsen Auditorium Oct.
19.
Oct. 18 through 23, the Jo Ha
Ku performance group, with artistic director Arawana Hayashi, will
have a week-long residency.
During this time, they will present a
number of workshops, classes and
lecture/demonstrations. The end of
their residency will be a dance con-
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cert held Oct. 23 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Performing Arts Center.
WSU will welcome the St. Paul
Chamber Orchestra for a concei=t
March 23 at 8 p.m. The concert will
feature the Eroica Trio, a critically
acclaimed chamber music group.
The trio has performed concerts
around the world and released several best selling CDs. The orchesqa
is under the direction of Hugh
Wolff.
The final guest in the Lyceum
Series will be Chicago-based writer
Paula Kamen. She will present a
lecture, "The Global State of
Women," March 30 at 7 p.m. Shy
will also host a workshop on
women's studies issues March 31 at
10 a.m. in the East Cafeteria of
Krysko Commons.
Tickets for the Jo Ha Ku performance on Oct. 23 are $8 for th4.
general public and $4 for WSU students, faculty and staff. The tickets
will go on sale Oct. 18 and will be
available through the PAC's Box
Office.
Tickets for the St. Paul Chamber
Orchestra performance on Mar. 21
will go on sale in late February.
They will be $10 for the general
public and $6 for students and
senior citizens.
All other events are free and
open to the public.
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Spring Break
Spring Break '00
Cancun, Mazatlan or Jamaica From
$399
Reps wanted!
Sell 15 and travel free!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!!
Info: Call 1-800-466-8355
www.sunbreaks.com
SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS
Join America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahamas, Cruises, and Florida.
Now hiring on-campus reps.
Call 1-800-648-4849
or visit online @www.ststravel.com
SPRING BREAK
with Mazatlan Express!!
Air, 7 nights hotel, free nightly beer
parties, party package, discounts
(800)366-4786 or www.mazexp.com

Earn a free trip, money or both.
Mazatlan Express is looking for
students or organizations to sell our
Spring Break package to Mazatlan,
Mexico. (800)366-4786

Spring Break
FREE TRIPS AND CASH!!!!
SPRING BREAK 2000
StudentCity.com is looking for Highly
Motivated Students to
promote Spring Break 20)00!
Organize a small group and travel
FREE!! Top campus reps can earn a
Free Trip & over $10,000! Choose
Cancun, Jamaica or Nassau!
Book Trips On-Line! Log In and
win FREE stuff.
Sign Up Now On Line!
www.StudentCity.com
or 800/293-1443
ACAPULCO'S #1
SPRING BREAK COMPANY
Bianci-Rossi Tours, wants you to Go
Loco in Acapulco!!!
Make the first Spring Break of the
New Millenium the Best by
traveling with the Best. Leave the
High School crowds in Cancun &
Mazatlan. Call 800-875-4525
www.bianci-rossi.com .
TRAVEL FREE-ask how!

Browse icpt.com for Springbreak
"2000". ALL destinations offered.
Trip Participants, Student Orgs &
Campus Sales Reps wanted.
Fabulous Parties, hotels & prices.
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013

Mi sc.
Share a private home and pay low
rent or exchange work for rent.
Utilities, laundry facilities included
Males:
$100 mo. S. parent wants help on
acreage. 9mi. from Winona.
Repairs, snow removal.
Female:
-$100mo. Live w/woman &son/
Goodview area. No chores.
-$300mo. Separate downstairs
apt./newer home/woman & 3 cats.
4mi. from WSU. No chores.
-Free Room & Board. Provide child
care, nght.shift, 2wks of 10. Flex.
sched. Dad & daughter,15 miWinona
-$100mo. Avail. Dec.15/Senior
woman. 2mi Winona/bdroom/bth,
livingrm.companionShp /houtework.
Flex. sched.
CALL 453-9666 Ext.2
FOR MORE INFO

HOW DOES $800/WEEK EXTRA
INCOME sound to you? Amazingly,
profitable opportunity. Send selfaddressed stamped envelope to:
GROUP FIVE
6547 N. Academy Blvd., PMB-N
Colorado Springs, do 80918

Employment
Need a great job that allows you to
work around your class schedule?
Drive School Bus
approximate times 7:00 am- 8:15 am
& 2:45 pm- 4:00 pm. Pay based on
$14 per/hr, plus bonus.
Morning, afternoon or all day routes.
Apply now!
Call Phillips Bus Service
454-5677
ask for Jeff

Participants Needed for an
Exercise Induced Asthma Study
The study will be conducted in
Rochester, MN at the Mayo Clinic.
Remuneration ($600.00) is provided
for participants.
If interested please contact:
Dr.Suman
(507)255-5444
Please leave message and phone #

If Interested in placing an ad
in the Winonan contact
Jess or Amy
at 457-5677
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New extracurriculars
offer opportunities
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Duck, Duck, Gray duck (goose)

Two clubs provide chance to meet peers
Raegan Isham
WINONAN

There is no better way to meet
new people than by joining a club
at Winona State University.
Collegiate Communicators of
Today and the Student-Athlete
Advisory Committee are two new
clubs for students.
Collegiate Communicators of
Today (C.C.O.T.)

This is a group for people interested in all forms of non-fiction
writing and photography, according
to faculty advisor Drake Hokanson.
He includes students in the journalism field, English department and
anyone else who enjoys writing or
photography.
Hokanson believes C.C.O.T. has
a clear purpose and listed its four
main areas of focus: to form links
between students and professionals
in the field, to form links between
students themselves, to extend faculty and student contact outside of
the classroom and to have fun.
"I really think clubs of this
nature form an important educational role," said Hokanson.
C.C.O.T. was formed last year
and held a variety of events. Some
of the highlights were listening to
professionals within the media field
speak about job applications and
portfolios, a panel discussion with
WSU faculty who have written
books and traveling to La Crosse,
Wis., for the opening of a photography show.
The plans for this year are "in
development," according to
Hokanson. He said the group is
planning on doing some of the

same things, such as having professionals come and speak about
resumes and portfolios.
"Students are very interested in
finding out how they can best prepare themselves for jobs," said
Hokanson.
C.C.O.T.
president
Kevin
Odberg agreed.
"We'd like to get a sense of what
people in the profession want to see
on students' resumes and portfolios," he said.
C.C.O.T meets the first and third
Tuesday of every month during the
late afternoons. Signs with date,
time and location will be posted
throughout campus buildings.
Hokanson said the group is not
specific to any major and everyone
is welcome to attend meetings and
activities.
"The more the merrier," he said.
Officers are Odberg, president;
Valerie Karsten, vice-president;
and Jennifer Mulyck,
secretary/treasurer.

The group is made up of two or
three representatives, chosen by
their coach, from each varsity sport
on campus.
"They send us who they think
would be appropriate," said Blum.
This is the third year of the
club's existence, but Blum said it
has taken a couple of years to get
things started.
Due to having representatives
from all sports and accomplishing
things, Blum considers this to be
"by far the best year."
Last year the group was
involved with the student-athlete
picnic, student-athlete awards banquet, games attendance promotions, attendance at NSIC meetings
and assisting the Warrior Club with
fund-raising.
The group is already planning a
number of events for this school
year, including getting involved
with the community and outlying
schools, which will lead up to an
on-campus "Sportsmanship Day"
March 25, 2000. Other plans
include recycling athletic equipment, adopt-a-highway, games promotion and walking in the 1999
homecoming parade.
"I think it's time for us to be giving back to the community,"
women's basketball representative
Dorrie Eichman said. "I don't think
people know who we really are (as
a committee)."
SAAC meets two times a month,
every other Tuesday in the "W"
room in Memorial Hall. Anyone is
welcome to attend the meetings and
bring up issues or concerns they
think should be dealt with concerning athletics.

Student-Athlete
Advisory
Committee (SAAC)

The athletes in this club are a
"sounding board for athletics,"
according to staff advisor, Kim
Blum. Other aspects of the club
include: community and campus
exposure and involvement, sending
representatives to the Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference SAAC
meetings, discussing NCAA issues
and bringing the WSU teams
together.
"It's important to athletics to
have this group," said Blum. "It's
important to have those voices for
us (athletic department)."

LIKE ler's 4999!
October 11-16,1999
Monday, Oct. 11... Medallion Clue #1
Tuesday, Oct. 12...Medallion
Wednesday, Oct. 13...

Clue #2

Club Fair

10:30-2:30 Courtyard

Medallion Clue #3
City
Comedy Troupe

Thursday, Oct. 14....second

7:30 pm Somsen Auditorium

MedallionClue #4

Kari

Steinhilber/WiNONAN

Aberdeen McEvers feeds the ducks with her grandma, Betsy, at Lake Park Sept. 29.

Law and Society major,
added classes, strike cor
with students at WSU
Tim Miller
WINONAN

The Law and Society program, a
new major added to Winona State
University's curriculum fall
semester, is off to a better start than
anticipated. Two new courses in
other fields are also being offered.
About 10 students have already
declared Law and Society as their
major, which according to Dr. John
Campbell, who co-founded the program with Dr. Troy Paino, surpasses expectations.
"We were only thinking about
five or so students would declare,"
said Campbell. "We were also surprised at the number of incoming
freshman who already knew about
the major."
The Law and Society program is
an interdisciplinary major that
gives students who are interested in
law the chance to study it from
many different educational perspectives.
Academic departments incorporated into this program include history, political science,
sociology/criminal justice, philosophy, english, mass communications, psychology and geology.
Campbell said this program is a
great major because students will
learn valuable writing skills, critical thinking and good public speaking skills.
"All of those are very marketable to prospective employees,"
said Campbell.
Students who are thinking about
attending law or graduate school
might want to consider this program. Campbell said students will
know a lot more about law coming
out of the program.

"People go to movies
and don't even realize
music is in it. This class
will bring more attention
to music in film,
enhance listening abilities, and learn about
first rate composers."
Dr. James Hoch

dents wish to take a minor as well.
For more information, student
are encouraged to speak wit
Campbell or Paino, directors of th
program.
Also new this year in WSU
curriculum is Film Music: Ai
Behind the Scenes. The course
designed by Dr. James Hoch, i
offered through the music depar
ment but requires no prior music2
background.
"People go to movies and don
even realize music is in it," sai
Hoch. "This class will bring mor
attention to music in film, enhanc
listening abilities and learn aboL
first rate composers."
The class was not listed in th
fall class catalog but, to Hoch's sui
prise, still managed to fill up.
"There were only three peopl
registered for it when I left in th
spring, and when I came back aft(
the summer, it was full," said Hocl
A laptop is required for th
course and can be taken as a genes
al education course. Students wi
watch movies, listen to music an
have the chance to compose musi
to a short film clip using compute
technology.
The class will be offered fal
semesters only, although Hoch sai(
he hopes to offer it every semeite
down the road.
The other new class this serries
ter is European Intellectual ani
Cultural History. It is a three credi
history course taught by Profepo
Marianna Byman. The course
which focuses on the 19th and 20t1
centuries, addresses the develop
ment of concepts in Europeai
thought and their impact o:
Western culture.

"It would give them a leg up,"
said Campbell. "They would be
more intelligent and less in awe
about (law)."
Junior Ben Smith was one of the
first students to declare a Law and
Society Major.
"I recommend it for those looking for a broad base of knowledge,"
said Smith. "I was interested in history, philosophy and English. I'm
not confined to just one department."
One of the reasons Smith said he
joined the program was because of
the diverse academic departments
involved.
Smith said he is considering
going to law school, although
Campbell stresses that this major
isn't just for students thinking
about a career in law.
Requirements for the major are
admission into the program, a minimum of a 2.5 grade point average
and a senior thesis on a topic
involving the law.
There is currently no minor
offered in the course, although that
may change down the road.
"We'll just take it one step at a
time," said Campbell. "Although
the major is small enough if stu-

WANTED:

YOUR OPINION
SO, IF YOU HAVE

ANYTHING TO SAY
TELL US!!
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Friday, Oct. 15...

Pepfest

4pm Courtyard

Coronation 7:30 pmSomsen Auditorium

Medallion Clue #5
Run 8 am Lake Park
Football Game vs. Southwest State

Saturday, Oct. 1 6...5k
Battle of

2 pm Maxwell Field
the Bands 5 pm Courtyard
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The Japan Exchange and Teaching Program 2000
Teach English in junior and senior high schools in Japan
Learn about Japanese culture and people
Gain international experience

Requirements
• Have an excellent command of the English language
• Obtain a bachelor's degree by July 16, 2000
• Be a U.S. citizen
• Be willing to relocate to Japan for one year

4.•
••

•

Applications are now available. The deadline for application is December 8, 1999.
For more information and an application contact the Consulate General of Japan in Chicago at Olympia Center
Suite 1000, 737 North Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill 60611. Call (312) 280-0428 or 1-800-INFO-JET
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oming off the commercially
successful and multi-platinum
1994 album "The Downward
Spiral," which changed the face of
music and paved the way for bands
like Limp Bizkit, Korn and Marylin
Manson, Nine Inch Nails leader Trent
Reznor found himself in an uncommon situation.
He had finally made it to the top of
1
his genre. But Reznor didn't want to be on top, nor did he want to remain
there.
So, instead of rushing back into the studio and churning out another
album, Reznor faded back into the shadows he had risen from.
He took three years off to sit back and watch the music world, while producing records for Marylin Manson and Prick, among others.
Then two years ago he sat down and began writing for his next album 1999's "The Fragile."
However, when he started the process he discovered he had nothing to
say. Instead of making things up Reznor waited knowing that his inspiration
would return.
It did and so have the Nine Inch Nails.
And apparently the fan base Reznor had built didn't fade in his absence
as "The Fragile" entered the Billboard Music charts at No. 1, selling
228,746 copies in its first week of release.
"The Fragile" combines all the angst and anger that had fueled NIN in
the past, with the latest developments in over-dubbing technology.
The finished product is a two-hour plus wall of noise that serves as
Reznor's epic.
From the double Cd's first song, (minus the interlude entitled
"Somewhat Damaged,") "The Day the World Went Away," through the
albums last track "Ripe (with Decay), Reznor fills every song with enough
paranoia to drive the most stable person into a chaotic frenzy.
All in the "The Fragile" serves as a giant leap forward, while remainirig
exactly in the same place, for Reznor.
In a written statement released prior to the albums Sept. 21 release
Reznor said "I wanted to try some new things, fully utilizing the studio.
Instead of analyzing what I was creating I just let it flow."
Reznor let it flow and if "The Fragile" is any indication of what's to
come Reznor will be flowing for a long time to come.
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Cast members of "Fiddler on the Roof" rehearse under the watchful eye of director Dr. David Bratt Sunday night. The musical
will open Oct. 14 and run through Oct. 17 in the Performing Art Center.

Raising the roof
Winona State theater, music departments
combine for first musical in three years
Amanda Leonhardt
WINONAN

T

he Winona State University drama and
music departments will combine Oct. 14
for their opening performance of "Fiddler
on the Roof."
Auditions for WSU's first musical in three
years were held the first week of fall semester,
and since then the cast and crew have been
rehearsing diligently.
The directors of the show, Dr. David Bratt on
the theatre end and Dr. Harry Mechell in the
music department, chose Fiddler not only
because of its beautiful music and entertaining
story line, but because of the message it sends.
Fiddler tells the story of oppressed Russian
Jews at the turn of the century who are being
forced from their homes, much like the current
refugees from Kosovo and East Timor.
The intention of the directors is "to make it
about any people who have struggled to keep
their homes and lives together in the face of hostility," said Bratt.
Although the story takes place in 1905, he said
the same thing has happened, and is happening, to
1 many other groups in the last century.
"(We hope) to make the audience think, even
I for a few moments ... that it is a small world and
we need to respect one another and our differences," said Mechell. "A show needs something
additional — a message to make it worth the

weeks of long rehearsal."
The musical centers around Tevye, the father
of a Jewish family in the Russian village of
Anatevka at the eve of the Russian Revolution.
Throughout the musical, Tevye struggles to
balance tradition with new ways of living while
simultaneously dealing with increasing prejudice
against his Jewish community.
Ryan Mikel Heinritz, who plays the constable,
said, "It's a really good idea that we're bringing it
up to the '90s because it will help the audience
relate to the story line."
Bratt called Fiddler one of the most significant

—

■

■

musicals in the last 40 to 50 years.
"It's an honor to do it," he said.
Jessica Andrews, who will be playing Golde,
said, "Many people are probably going to cry.
It's a sad story. But expect to laugh, too, and walk
away asking 'Should we let things like that happen today? —
The directors and cast are excited to be doing
a musical and hope the audience will enjoy the
big chorus numbers with lots of energetic dancing
throughout the production.
Some favorites are "Match Maker," "The
Wedding," "Sabbath Prayer," and the challenging
dream scene.
With a pit orchestra of 15 Winona State
orchestra students, there is no doubt the music
will be powerful.
"I love to do musical theatre, and this is my
second time in Fiddler," Heinritz said. "But it's a
different experience for every show that I'm in."
Amanda Tierney, the actress portraying
Sphrintze, also commented on the unique
approach to the show.
"The audience can expect to be very surprised
at what they see. I think it's a powerful story
line."
Andrews agreed.
"It's a universal musical and that's the coolest
thing about it."
"Fiddler on the Roof' opens Oct. 14 and runs
through Oct. 17. Performances begin at 7:30 p.m.
on the Main Stage in the Performing Arts Center.

■

The Great One ush

A

hhh, September. The leaves
are turning, the winds are
blowing, and the papers are
rustling. That's right, friends and
neighbors, it's back-to-school time.
And I'm left wondering where the
hell June went.
But I digress. School this year
will be fun. You'll see ... we'll make
it fun. "But how," you ask of me,
"will we amuse ourselves this year?
We have been to the bars, we have
seen the debauchery. We are bored.
We have seen every movie playing
at the Winona Seven. We are disillusioned. We have been to the mall,
we have maxed out our credit cards.
We are broke. What, what, 0 Great
Smiltneek, can we do to amuse ourselves in this sleepy little town
called Winona?"
I'll tell you what. We will get off
our collective asses and go to the
ill og
1 11 in the rass and
park. We
W will
perhaps toss a Frisbee. This we will
■

I'm just rambling
do in search of amusement. We will
strap on our roller blades (or reaT
sonable fascimiles thereof) and
cruise around on the bike path4;
dodging pedestrians and their small
dogs at every bend and turn. We
will don our bike helmets and
pedal, pedal, pedal our way to the
very apex of Garvin Heights Road,
and when we reach the top, we wol
look out over the majestic beauty of
the Mississippi River valley. All
this we will do in search of amusement.

`The High House' rich in characters, dialogue
have just read a great and glorious book. "The High House"
(1998, Warner Aspect, $6.50)
by James Stoddard is the rare sort of
book that fires up new wonders and
opens new pathways in the imagination. Not since "The Book of the
Dun Cow" by Walter Wangerin Jr.,
which I read nearly four years ago,
have I been so spellbound.
Evenmere is the High House —
and what a house it is! Whole kingdoms and countries are found within, accessible by corridors that go
on for days. A secret stair leads to
an attic with a dragon who
describes himself as a "Jungian
nightmare or a Freudian slip with
fangs."
Man-eating furniture in the basement must be periodically hunted
down before they multiply. The
Bobby (term for a London policeman — the story is set in Victorian
England) and his Society of
Anarchists are always trying to
wrest control from the Master of the
High House and release Entropy
and Darkness.
The workings of the High House
are intimately connected with the
universe, so if harm befalls the
High House it has ramifications
throughout Creation.

The main character, Carter
Anderson, was sent away from the
High House when he was 12 to protect him from the Bobby. This gives
us the necessary connection to reality: Carter is summoned back at the
age of 25 to assume the mantle of
Steward of the House in the absence
of the Master, his missing father.
Having been educated at Bracton
College and not having seen High
House since he was 12, he learned
the magical aspects of High House
he took for granted as a child are not
possible; indeed he has come to
doubt much of his childhood memories as fanciful dreams. Almost
immediately upon returning, however, he finds a secret passage from
his room to the attic, where dwells
the dragon Jormungand.
Carter finds an ally in the lawyer
who accompanies him back to High
House to read his father's will.
When Carter relates his amazing
discovery in the attic to Mr. Hope,
he expects the lawyer to be incredulous. He is surprised when Mr.
Hope takes him at his word.
Mr. Hope has dealt his whole life
with laws and has seen them change
moment to moment "simply by the
way they are interpreted by magistrates. Why should the laws of the

Dancin' off the shelves
universe be any more irrevocable?"
Carter tells him it is an "unusual
outlook for a modern man," to
which Hope replies:
I have simply thought through
the ramifications of the law. I tell
you, sir, the world is a strange and
mysterious place, full of oddity and
coincidence beyond the ken of mortal flesh. Why should I be surprised
by a (dragon), when I have been
transfixed by the wonders of an
octopus, a steam engine, and a sunset, miracles all?
Why should I debunk magic,
when I have gaped at the enchantment of clouds billowing unsupported in the sky?
Later, Carter has to speak with
the dragon again to find out vital
information. The dragon tells him
something disquieting, unpleasant
but nonetheless invaluable. When

Carter says the dragon has given
him little comfort, Jormungand
replies:
Comfort, you say? I should have
bought you a banjo. One does not
keep a dinosaur in the attic for comfort. Or merely to frighten away the
birds. Did you come for packages
wrapped in pink bows, so we could
open them together, slap each other
on the back, and squeal like girls?
... But there is always a price to
speak to me ...
The house has a Windkeep
whose sole job is to wind all the
clocks, an old Jew named Enoch.
Carter discovers that the Jew is, in
fact, the Enoch. Carter asks him
what God looked like, to which
Enoch replies:
The truth. I cannot remember. His
face was like our faces, I think, but
when you looked at Him, it was as if
our faces were not faces at all, but
only masks, as if we had never had
faces and only His face was real.
Would 1 call it a good face? That
says nothing at all.
Or wise? Or kind? No. It was
goodness and wisdom and kindness.
From the day I met Him, I always
wanted a face like that. I do not
believe we can truly meet Him faceto-face until we have such faces.

The book is rich with such
remarkable characters, but finally
the house itself is a character. It is a
marvelous creation, and Stoddard
suffuses it with great detail. Enoch,
questioning Carter in another conversation, describes it thus:
Do you feel its windowed gaze
upon you, the lamps of its eyes, its
gargoyle faces watching? Its heart,
blood pumping through gas-line
veins, behind its plaster skin? The
perspiration in its water pipes, the lit
tobacco pipe of its chimneys? Have
you never walked in a room and felt
its soul, regal as its grand arches?
If I have quoted a great deal from
this book, believe me that it was difficult to cut the quotes short and not
continue these wonderful passages:
about how Jormungand is waiting,
prepared for a time and a place
when he will be released for a great
battle, perhaps the battle to end all
battles; of the things Enoch talked
to God about; of the Great Eternity
Clock and Chant the Lamplighter
and Old Man Chaos.
I'll close with a quote of Brian
Henson, speaking about his father
Jim Henson. It applies just as well
to Stoddard: "(He) had the ability to
make the good guy the more interesting, crazy, eccentric character."

ark

coughlan
plummet
schmidiapp

Winona State University art Fri
in the Watkins Hall art gallery.
etching where the printing ink
were open for public viewing I,
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•The Winona State University
Great River Reading Series
will host author Mark Vinz
Thursday for a reading of his
recent work at 7 p.m. in the
North Lounge of Lourdes
Hall. The reading is free and
open to the public.
Vinz is an English professor at Moorhead State

IOVIES: Baseball, blackmail
1 theaters, drawing crowds
1:13 r Love of the Game
f you love baseball and a story
of real relationship problems,
then you will appreciate "For
'e of the Game."
;tarring Kevin Costner ad Kelly
stan, the film portrays a oneIt stand that turns into a long
.le.
2ostner plays a dried-up basepitcher who is having a really
personal day but is playing the
t game of his career. Preston
-S. Mrs. John Travolta) plays a
orced, rehabilitated wild child
led Jane.
[n one ball game you find out
rything that leads up to Billy
1pel's (Costner) lonely and self'For Love of the Game" illuses real life scenarios. It isn't
ieard of to learn a person's
eer is going downhill or a perhas an intense fear of commitnt. However, there are a lot of
;quacks and foreshadowing that
i make the plot hard to follow.
Costner's acting was great; it
ks like he finally picked a good
e. (He sunk in "Waterworld"
I was flat in "Message in a
Preston's major role was kick-

ing Tom Cruise's butt in "Jerry
Maguire."
Point of interest: Costner made
a big deal when Universal Studios
cut out a few risque scenes with his
leading lady to get a PG rating.
You don't need a bunch of naked
butts to add a more personal touch
to a movie, but a few more romantic bed scenes would have clarified
a few things.

Double Jeopardy
"Double Jeopardy" is a suspenseful thriller that is missing one
thing: suspense. The previews gave
the movie away. However, the acting in it was incredible.
Starring Ashley Judd and
Tommy Lee Jones, this movie does
have some clever humor. The film
is about a woman accused and convicted of killing her husband.
There is one problem: He's not
dead! While on a weekend get-

away aboard a yacht, Libby Parson
(Judd) finds her husband missing
and his blood splattered all over
the ship. She is framed for her husband's murder.
To add fuel to the fire, he had a
$2 million insurance policy. It is
soon revealed that her husband
Nick is still alive and living with
Libby's best friend.
When parole is granted, Parson
is sent to Travis Lehman's (Jones)
halfway house where she started a
fearless search for her missing son.
Jones, who plays an alcoholic
probation officer who is very strict
with his clients, gives a brilliant
and talented performance. In the
recent past, he has appeared in
such movies as "The Fugitive,"
"U.S: Marshalls" and "Men in
Black."
Judd, sister of country singer
Wynonna Judd, gives a very strong
and emotional performance. She
has been in supporting roles in
movies such as "A Time to Kill,"
"Kiss the Girls" and "Simon
Birch."
Karla Bigham is the movie
reviewer for the Winonan. She can
be reached via e-mail at
kbigham@hotmail.com .

s students into September
*What, what, 0 Great Smiltneek, can
a do to amuse ourselves in this sleepy
little town called Winona?"
Great Smiltneek, you are a
23iit tell us, what will we do
ins?" Good question, faithful
s. Good question. You want
Av what we'll do in event of
lent weather? We shall get off
yllective asses and go to the
n:way. We will sport our rain
nd loll in the grass and perOs a water-resistant Frisbee
1. We will not strap on our
blades (or reasonable facsimaereof) because, as we all
fall that water and sandy grit
'aid for our axles.
will jog instead. We will,
rer, still bike. We'll just put
71 bags over our helmets to

protect our hair. And when we
reach the top of Garvin Heights
Road, we will look over the majestic beauty of the Mississippi River
valley and say to ourselves, "Holy
cripes, I'm soaked!"
"But we don't like those ideas, 0
Semi-wonderful Smiltneek. We
want interesting and enjoyable
inside activity suggestions."
Okay, then. How about a game
of Trivial Pursuit? Or Risk? How
about we all bust out the Twister
mat and get down and funky with
our bad selves? That sounds like
fun, doesn't it? Perhaps we should
take a field trip to the Polish
Museum and marvel at all the ...

you know, all the ... Polish artifacts.
We could learn to cross-stitch, or
paint a big mural over a badly
placed picture window. Perhaps we
could even take the time to write
letters to our grandparents and the
friends we haven't bothered to call
or talk to or e-mail since we were
freshmen. We could do those
things, couldn't we?
"No. We don't want to do those
things." Okay, I give up. What do
you guys want to do?
"Let's go to the bars. Or go see a
movie. Hey, why don't we go shopping?"
Ahhh, September: the time of
new beginnings. I can clearly see
now that we've cast off the habits
we've harbored for so long and are
now ready to begin again, fresh and
new, with the 1999-2000 school
year. And I'll see you all at the bar.
Or the movies. Or, God forbid, at
the mall.

University and co-director of
MSU's Tom McGrath Visiting
Writing Series.
His poems, essays and stories have appeared in more than
200 magazines and anthologies.
His most recent books are Late
Night Calls: Prose, Poems and
Short Fiction (New Rivers Press)
and Minnesota Gothic (Milkweed

Editions).
Vinz has earned many

awards and honors, including a
National Endowment for the Arts
Fellowship, a Minnesota Voices
Project award, and the 1998
Red River Heritage Award for
Achievement in the Arts and
H umanities.
He is the founder and editor
of the poetry journal Dacotah
Territory.

For more information, call
Ken McCullough at 457-5857.

ON THE RISE

WSU campus
ministries,
M
faith growing
Amanda Turner
WINONAN
t has become a common stereotype that religion is not a part of a college student's life, but, in reality, faith is important to many students at
Winona State University.
WSU has seven Christian ministries and a Muslim organization. There
are 300-400 students actively involved with the ministries. Many more are
not involved but are Christians and attend church on a regular basis.
Most of the campus ministries work together to form what is called
Cooperative Christian Ministries (CCM). The ministries that belong to
CCM are Catholic Newman Center, Christians In Action (CIA),
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship (IV), Lutheran Campus Center, Lutheran
Student Fellowship and United Campus Ministry.
The Catholic Newman Center is sponsored by the Diocese of Winona,
and it involves mostly students of the Catholic faith but is open to anyone.
The Newman Center works to provide students with a community and a
place to share their faith through weekly meetings and programs.
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship is a non-denominational group also
providing a way for Christian students to get together and share their faith.
As do the other ministries, IV focuses on reaching students who have not
yet heard God's message of salvation. It does this through large group meeting and small group Bible studies.
"IV's goal is to reach unreached students, not to take students from other
ministries," said Mark Paulson, chapter staff worker.
Christians In Action serves much the same purpose as InterVarsity in
working to reach out to students and provide fellowship. They are affiliated with the Assemblies of God church and are more charismatic in their
style of worship.
United Campus Ministry is affiliated with the Baptist, Presbyterian,
Methodist and Congregational churches. Its main programs are "Koinonia,"
a singing and drama outreach group that works in and around the area; and
"For Kids Only," an after school mentoring program.
The Muslim Association involves Muslim students and families from
Winona, who meet up to five times a day for prayer, worship, fellowship
and help with daily problems and struggles. The group also has traditional
fasting and reading of the Koran. The Muslim Student Association, like
many of the Christian ministries, has been growing in numbers.
Since 1994, Inter-Varsity has grown from 20-25 students to an average
of 200. Likewise, Christians In Action has grown from 40-50 students to an
average of 120.
"The majority of students believe, but it's the nature of God that they differ on," said Paulson.
Becky Blaul, an active member of Newman Center, said, "Sometimes
people don't take an active role in their faith, but they do have a belief in a
higher power; in God. I see a lot of people at church who aren't involved in
ministries. Some students get involved with church ministries rather than
campus ministries."
Whether involved in campus ministries, church or both, the number of
students who are involved in groups that allow them to strengthen and share
their religious beliefs shows that faith does play an important role at
Winona State.
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Faculty artist honored for ability
Amy Baumhardt
WINONAN

T

Jeff Mullinger/WINoNAN

rAlary Coughlan stands by her piece, which is displayed
iove piece is an example of intaglio, a form of copper
w the surface. Coughlan's and three other artists' works
1.

he American Heritage dictionary defines an artist as "one
who practices any of the fine
or performing arts; one whose work
shows skill."
Winona State University art professor Mary Coughlan fits both
these qualifications. Those who
need proof need look no further
than the Intermedia Arts Center in
Minneapolis or WSU's own gallery
in Watkins Hall. The proof is painted on the canvas.
From Aug. 26 through Sept. 26,
Coughlan's painting, "Color Study
#8," was on exhibit for the
Women's Art Registry of
Minnesota (WARM) Twentieth
Annual Juried Exhibition for
Women Artists. Her work was one
of 40 paintings, prints, sculptures
and photographs chosen from 221
entries.
Presently in the Watkins gallery,
there is a staff exhibit of works
done by Coughlan and three of her
colleagues: Anne Scott Plummer,
Sejo Park and Don Schmidlapp.
Coughlan is no stranger to art.
Since as far back as she can remem-

ber, the ability to create has been
within her.
"I grew up in a place where art
was valued in the school system,"
she said.
Throughout her adolescent years
and into adulthood, the need to be
surrounded by art remained. She
graduated from Saint Teresa's in
Winona with a degree in art and
then continued her studies at the
University of Minnesota, where she
earned a Master of Fine Arts in
print making.
Upon receipt of her master's
degree, she decided to pursue a
career in teaching what she loved to
do. Coughlan taught a variety of art
classes at institutions such as
Macalester College in St. Paul and
Viterbo College in La Crosse, Wis..
Coughlan then returned to
Winona and joined the Winona
State faculty in 1988. She has
taught on and off since her return,
both in the art and mass communication departments.
"You can't really teach art," said
Coughlan. "It's more about opening people up to opportunities,
pointing the way. They take it from
there."
Coughlan's way of teaching

allows students to explore their
abilities. She believes, as an
instructor, it is her duty to show students the possibilities and teach
them what she can about the creative process.
Outside of her responsibilities as
a professor, Coughlan is also the
gallery director at the Winona Art
Center. She arranges exhibits and
programs and, in essence, keeps the
building running.
"I enjoy doing it," she said. "It
allows me to see how other people
(the exhibitors) live and see life."
In her free time, Coughlan
enjoys the art of intaglio, a form of
copper etching where the printing
ink is below the surface. Her present display in Watkins is an example of this technique. Coughlan also
collects wildflowers and native
grasses, and she likes to spend time
painting with watercolors and
drawing with graphic pencils.
Coughlan gives aspiring artists
this bit of advice: "Choose an area
you enjoy, and be willing to put in
the necessary time."
When asked how long it takes
her to complete a painting,
Coughlan responded with a smile,
"All my work takes all my life."

My Own Non-Virtual Space
ichael Canavino here —
in my very own column!
I'm excited to be able to
share my views, insights and finds
here and am thankful to the
Winonan editors for giving me the
opportunity. Well, enough networking, I should get to the point.
This will be a place where you,
fine readers, can be amused with
the fascinating technological world
around us. As Winona State
University becomes a full-fledged
`Laptop-U' over the next few
semesters, and as computers
become an ever-increasing presence in our lives, it seemed natural
to have a column about computers.
First, a bit about myself and a
few ideas about the course I'd like
to see this column take.
I'm from a medium-sized suburb
of Chicago, always lived there and
probably always will — until I
move. I'm majoring in marketing
with hopes of making lots of money
for doing very little in a "cuttingedge firm" like Lucent or 3Com.
I've been working with computers
— starting on a 286/10 — since I
was 9 or so.
From there I moved through several boxes and am currently on my
Solo Cow, a Gateway laptop. I've
done all my own hardware and software installations. The best way to
learn is to dive right in; computers
really are pretty difficult to break.
I've done a lot of advising and support for my friends and family,
sometimes even my friends' family.
I do use Microsoft products, but
only because they are the unchallenged standard. I do, however, use
Netscape exclusively for my Web
browsing and e-mail when I'm at
home. I will concede that a top-line
G3 can beat a Pentium III box, but
still consider Apple a proprietaryread: weird-system.
As for this space, I have several
ideas, including a Q&A session
where students and faculty can send
in questions. I could also find and
review Web sites that are unique
and informative to my readers.
Because students are often in a
hurry, I could take the mobile-user
bent and find tips and products that
would make life in this Digital Era
easier. Whatever the "groove" of
my little corner of the world, I hope
it's useful to my soon-to-be-enormous group of loyal readers.
As promised, I'll give a few tips
on how to find information online
easier. Many people have given up
on search engines and have missed
an incredible new technology
called natural language searching.
Check out Ask Jeeves for the butler
who got the "natural language
search" ball rolling. It's featured by
the top sites too: AltaVista, Excite,
HotBot with some tweaking, and
Lycos to some extent. Yahoo lacks
it, but with its top-rated index,
many are still saying, "Yahoo!"
Natural language searching is
just that. You type in a question
such as, "Why did the Vikings
lose?" and with some magic, Jeeves
or AltaVista returns sites about the
team, the league, and Viking art —
not NFL-approved Viking posters,
but Nordic stuff.
So if you've been shying away
from Internet searching, I encourage you to try it. You just might
need to do a report on Scandinavian
runestones.
Have a suggestion, comment?
Michael Canavino is the technology columnist for the Winonan. He
can be reached via e-mail at
houndeyes@hotmail.com .
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`Drink and be merry'

Doodlin' like it's 1999!

B

Inge drinking is defined by
most sources as consuming
DAN
five drinks in a row on one
occasion. That being said, you can
find me at Bullseye, just about any TREUTER
weekend night, drinking about four
times that many drinks. Why? Don't I
Editorial
know that it's bad for me and causes
this and that? Yeah, I know, but I con- Columnist
tinue to do it because it's really, really fun.
I thought this week, instead of dispensing my opinion on politics or other
more sober issues, we might have a little fun. In that spirit, I gathered some
interesting facts about alcohol and added my own spin for your enjoyment.
Fact No. 1: Every year, college students spend $5.5 billion dollars on
alcohol, mostly beer, averaging $466 per student.
My Opinion: The average student must be drinking somewhere cheaper
than Bullseye because I spend at least twice that in a year.
Fact No. 2: College students drink an estimated 4 billion cans of beer
annually.
My Opinion: Wow, that's one hell of a beeramid.
Fact No. 3: The total amount of alcohol consumed by college students
each year is 430 million gallons, enough for every college and university in
the United States to fill an Olympic size swimming pool.
My Opinion: Everyone grab a straw and meet me at Memorial in 20 minutes.
Fact No. 4: Nearly half of all college students are binge drinkers.
My Opinion: The other half work at Hardees between 11 p.m. and 2 a.m.
Fact No. 5: Beer manufacturers spend an estimated $15.2 million annually to promote their products to college students.
My Opinion: Half of which my friends and I have contributed over the
last few years.
Fact No. 6: Almost 4 percent of all college students drink alcohol daily.
My Opinion: That's Mancuso, Q and 278 of their closest friends at WSU.
Fact No. 7: Studies show that fraternity members drink more often and
more heavily than do other college students.
My Opinion: Studies also show that fraternity members have higher
graduation rates and hold the majority of executive positions in Fortune 500
companies. What do studies know?
Fact No. 8: The number of college women who drink to get drunk has
more than tripled in the past 10 years, rising from 10 percent to 35 percent.
My Opinion: The number of sexually active college women has
increased at the same rate while the number of attractive college men has
decreased in the past 10 years from 35 percent to 10 percent.
Fact No. 9: On America's college campuses, alcohol is a factor in 28 percent of all academic dropouts.
My Opinion: If you're in the other 72 percent, not drinking and you still
can't get through college, you probably shouldn't be here in the first place.
Fact No. 10: A daily glass of wine can increase your weight by as much
as 10 pounds per year.
My Opinion: At the same time, it is estimated that smoking pot and
ordering Giovanni's can increase your weight by as much as 15 pounds per
year.
I hope you have enjoyed my (slightly adulterated) outlook on the wonderful world of binge drinking. If nothing else, I hope it reminds you to
relax and have a little fun while you're here. Remember, it's college, the
best seven years of your life.

Dan Treuter is an editorial columnist for the Winonan. He can be
reached via e-mail at Dtreuter5329@vax2.winona.msus.edu .
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Many library network
connectivity
problems caused by
laptop settings
Dear Editor,
Thank you for the article about
the network connections in the new
library building. More work does
need to be done on the connections;
however, there are some things that
individual laptop users can do for
themselves.
I have helped dozens of students
with network connectivity problems
in the new library. It has been my
experience that about half of the difficulties are not due to physical
problems, but instead are caused by
laptop settings and can be corrected
by the user in less than a minute.
When asked for help, I follow a
regular routine. I look first to see if
the physical connections (laptop to
table/carrel and table/carrel to floor)
are made. While doing that, I ask if
the computer was shut down or
merely asleep when plugged in. If it

was asleep, I re-boot it. If it was
shut down, then I check the settings.
The following are the steps a
laptop user could go through to
solve over half of the problems:
1. Make sure the laptop is
plugged into the datajack, then turn
it on.
2. Click on "Start." Click on
"Run..." Type in "winipcfg" and
click on "OK."
a.) If the drop menu says "PPP,"
change it to "Etherjet (or 10/100),"
and click on "OK."
b.) When the drop menu says
Etherjet, look at "IP Address."
* If "IP Address" is all zeros,
click on "Renew."
* If numbers appear in the "IP
address," click "OK." Then click on
"Start." Then click on "Shut down."
Then click on "Close all programs
and log on as a different user?"
Then click "OK." You can now reenter the network.
If you have last year's laptop,
you cannot print in the library until
the route to those printers are
installed. To do this:

1.
Click
on
"Network
Neighborhood."
2.
Click
on
"Entire
Neighborhood."
3. Click on "Wsu-lib."
4. Click on the appropriate heading and choose a printer. For example, "Libnt3" will display the
Information Gallery printers including the color printer.
If anyone still has problems, it
might be a laptop, laptop software,
network or wiring problem. Let the
librarians know. You can also try
the Technical Support Center in
Somsen 207F. Also, refer to
http://www.winona.msus.edu/luniac/Techinfo/troubleshooting.htm .
Russ Dennison
Information Gallery Manager
WSU Library

Student praises
campus greenification
Dear Editor,
I'd like to give a nod of support
and approval to President Krueger
and all the others responsible for the

"greenification" of campus. 1
When I began attending
State University, I couldn't he
notice that, for a venerable, i
tion in such a beautiful part,
country, the campus grounds
awfully plain. Now I've s-et
change for the better right
my eyes.
Little can be done, I sui
with the 50-year-old build*
are the legacy of an architect
dull, drab utilitarian confo
Minne is an example of this, is
form and function. Form: in
by a cardboard box. Functiori:
it is the English building
there's no place anywhere to
quietly read — the student_lc
are the entry halls! NoWili,
library's opened up next dop
isn't such a problem.
But I digress. Thanks aga
working to make the cam)
nicer, more attractive place to
our days.
Nick Ozment
junior/English writing

Democratic citizens have duty to be
responsible news consumers

am amazed at the lack of interest
in foreign affairs that abounds in
JEFF
today's society. National and
state affairs don't fare a whole lot
MULFINGER
better. This is especially true on a
college campus, and yes, at Winona
State. I understand students are busy,
Photo
and things like current events often
Editor
are not priorities. But when there
were people who didn't know the
United States was bombing Kosovo,
something's wrong.
I sometimes wonder how many people on this campus have any idea
who Bill Bradley or even George W. Bush are. Or if anyone has heard about
a minor squabble between China and Taiwan. How about East Timor? With
the United States being, debatably, the only superpower in the world, it is
frightening to consider just how ignorant our country is.
The United States was founded on the belief that democracy is based in
a well-informed populace. How can anyone vote responsibly without knowing anything about relevant issues and how candidates stand on these
issues? In order to do this, reliable information must be easily accessible to
us, and we must consume it.
But it is getting more difficult to find reliable information. With the conglomeration of today's media industry, fewer companies control the messages we receive. Time Warner/Turner, Disney and General Electric all have
holdings in various types of media and in its distribution. They also have
other interests like nuclear power plants and plastics.
These corporations are in the media/news business for one reason:
money. In and of itself, that is not a bad thing. We live in a capitalist society; supply and demand has done fairly well for us.
But problems arise when corporate officers, never having seen a newsroom, keep squeezing them for higher margins. The result is poorer news
quality. The profit margin for a TV station is typically two to six times the
national average. Newspapers are also well above the norm.
As consumers, we have the ability to change this practice - change the
channel, cancel newspaper subscriptions or read alternative newspapers. As
citizens, we have a duty to stay informed for the wellbeing of our country.
That means watching more than one newscast on television, listening to
news on the radio and maybe reading a newspaper or two (they're online
now).
It is no longer enough to accept one perspective on an issue. Maybe the
parent company of the TV newscast also owns a company that made faulty
bolts that were installed on airplanes and did not want their name mentioned
in the report. (It's true; NBC and GE did it.)
What this all comes down to is really quite simple. We all need to
become educated news consumers. If we do not, our democracy, as we
know it, could be lost.

Jeff Mulfinger is the photo editor of the Winonan. He can be reached via
e-mail at Jmulfing6666@vax2.winona.msus.edu .
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WSU continues to struggle with home losses
Cara Foster
WINONAN

Brad Arnold/WINONAN

Warrior freshman Erin Dougherty prepares to bump the ball, while Karyn Zuhlsdorf (10) and
Marissa Mapes (7) look on Friday when WSU hosted conference leading UM-Duluth.

The Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference schedule has gotten off
to a rocky start for the Winona State
University women's volleyball
team.
Heading into last weekend, the
Warriors had only won one conference game.
And after this weekends match
ups with the University of
Minnesota-Duluth and Bemidji
State, WSU remains with one win.
The Bulldogs, who are ranked
19th in the midwest region, dropped
the Warriors on Friday 15-9, 15-1,
12-15 and 15-6.
While on Saturday the Beavers
defeated WSU 16-14, 15-7, 13-15
and 15-13.
On Friday, the Warriors came out
in the first game with the will to
win, jumping out to an early 9-3
lead, however, UM-D awoke from
its first game stupor 9-3 to claim the
game.
"Duluth finally woke up to our
rhythm," WSU coach Amy Fisher
said.
After a tough loss in the second
game, the Warriors came out to the
third game with some fire to push

"The team didn't
miss a step with
Karyn out. Micki
came in and did a
great job."
Amy Fisher
WSU volleyball coach
the match to four games.
"I knew the (third) game meant a
lot to the girls," Fisher said. "So
before the third game I talked with
them and told them to remember to
have fun. The girls loosened up and
played against the ball. They did
really well."
Seniors Brook Leininger and
Karyn Zuhlsdorf, along with sophomore Lisa Schlaak, came out with
17, 12 and 14 kills respectively,
while Melissa Steinbring had 51 set
assists.
"Brook, Lisa and Melissa all
played a great game," Fisher said.
Schlaak added 13 digs, while
Zuhlsdorf contributed 10.
Zuhlsdorf also collected seven
blocks, while Steinbring collected
five and Marissa Mapes came away
with four blocks.
"Our motto is whether it happens

Tony Furman
WINONAN

As the Winona State University
men's and women's golf seasons
wind down, the men are preparing
for
„.., this weekend's Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference champioLThip. The women, who fell short
of the conference championship
with a second place finish last
weekend, look toward hosting the
Winona State Invitational this
weekend.
. The defending NSIC champion
Warrior women's team fell short of
its goal of repeating last weekend,
falling to Bemidji State University.
The Beavers won the conference
crown
with a two-day total of 696,
4
which was 17 strokes better than
—S U
The Warriors followed BSU with
a team total of 713.
While WSU did place second, it
was under extremely tough weather
conditions. The temperature both
dKts was around 40 degrees.
"Under these harsh conditions I
still feel the team put forth a good
effort, and we placed a solid second," women's coach Robert
ewberry said.
, However, the Warriors did manage to place three individuals into
the top 10.
Leading the Warriors and
achieving All-Conference honors
was Erika Ochs, who placed second
overall with an 85-87-172 total.
Katie Lange placed fifth overall
With a 92-86-178 total, followed by
Alison Suk, who placed sixth with a
90-89-179 total.
Other Warrior finishers included
Beth Carlburg, 1 1 th place (90-')41$4), Andi Silvi, in 21st place (97- ,
96-193); and Susan Herrick, with
rounds of 98 and 97 for a 195 total
and a 22nd place finish.
Burlingame
Tina
BSU's
achieved Player of the Year honors
with a first place overall finish of
2-1-over par 165.
Teammate Jeanne Larson added
a third place overall finish with a .
-tal of 173.
With the team's overall performance this season Coach Newberry
was a little disappointed.
"1 think as a team, overall we did
.

not get much better than last year,
but individually a lot of players
improved," Newberry said.
Newberry added that the
Warriors golfed probably their best
meet of the year but were just
stopped by a tough Bemidji team.
WSU hosts the Winona State
Invitational this weekend at Cedar
Valley Golf Course, Saturday and
Sunday.
The men's team took part in the
NCAA District 5 Invitational Sept.
24 and 25.
WSU placed ninth out of 17
teams, which is respectable considering the outstanding competition
there. Perennial powerhouse Texas
Wesleyan won the tournament with
a two-day total of 578.
The Warriors marked an incredible comeback from a 14th place
standing Friday to claim a ninth
place finish overall.
As a team, WSU posted scores of
319 and 308 for a two-day total of
627.
Leading the way for WSU was
Matt Reel with a 78-75-154, Joe
Dietsch with an 82-74-156, and Dan
Wenner with an 81-77-158.
Before the tournament, the team
was hoping for at least a top 10 finish and accomplished that with its
ninth place showing.
"Even though we were aiming
for top ten, after seeing the competition I think we could have been a
top five team," men's coach Mark
Bambenek said. "We just couldn't
keep the consistency the first day."
The men then traveled to the Eau
Claire Golf and Country Club on
Sept. 26 and 27 for the UW-Eau
Claire Invitational, where they
placed fourth out of 13 teams with a
629 two-day total.
Wenner paced the Warriors with
a 15th place finish (76-79-155).
Also contributing for WSU was
Dietsch, as he finished in 18th place
(75-83-158).
Reel followed with a 24th place
(78-81-159) finish, while Todd
Baron and Matt Krasen tied for 33rd
place with totals of 163.
The fall men's season comes to a .
close this weekend at the NSIC
Championships in Marshall, Minn.
The Warriors will have their,
work cut out for them with rival
Bemidji playing strong.
"I think it will be very close, if
we can have four guys shoot in the
70s both days and stay right with
Bemidji, we will be OK,"
Bambenek said.

See Struggle, Page 10

Cousins
leads
WSU
runners

Beavers hold off
Warriors to claim
conference crown
L7efending champs
WSU stumbled on
Oay 2 as BSU
remained steady

or not we refuse to lose," Mapes
said. "We kept that in our heads for
the third game. We won because of
an attitude change, and we played
really well as a team."
The Bulldogs (6-0 NSIC, 11-6
overall) were paced by Becky
Hoffman and Katie Raasch as they
had 19 and 14 kills respectively.
Then on Saturday, WSU repeated its Friday night performance
against Bemidji State.
Both the Warriors (1-5, 7-11)
and the Beavers battled in a tight
first game with BSU pulling off the
win — which set the pace for the
team's victory.
Once again Winona State began
playing well but was unable to hang
on after a game point volley.
Whatever confidence the
Warriors came out with Saturday,
dissipated in Game 2 as Zuhlsdorf,
a team leader, went down in the second game with an injury and was
taken out of the game.
Freshman Micki Morisette came
off the bench and did an admirable
job filling in for Zuhlsdorf.
"The team didn't miss a step
with Karyn out," Fisher said.
"Micki came in and did a great

Ten season, six
personal bests
highlight fifth
place finish
Jenny Butler/WINONAN

Winona State University quarterback Jamie Kahler (7) settles into the pocket during the
second quarter of Saturday's game against the University of Minnesota-Morris. Kahler only
played the second quarter, completing 8 of 10 passes for 87 yards and two touchdowns.

Warriors keep rolling
Jason Schulte
WINONAN

It wasn't pretty; however, it got the job done.
The Winona State University football team played
well enough Saturday to defeat the University of
Minnesota-Morris 46-6 in a Northern Sun
Intercollegiate Conference battle at Maxwell Field.
"It didn't seem like we scored 46 points," wide
receiver Matt Juaire said after the game. "Both sides
of the ball did their job."
The Warriors (3-0 NSIC, 4-1 overall) need only 22
seconds on its first drive to find the end zone as
Carson Walch capped a three-play drive by taking a
pitch from WSU quarterback Eric Preslaski and
scampering 35 yards for a touchdown.
After the Cougars failed to answer the Warrior
score, going three-and-out, Ryan Walch led Winona
State on another scoring drive, topped off by his 1yard touchdown run.
Carson Walch converted the 2-point conversion,
making the score 15-0 WSU.
Ryan Walch finished the day with 60 yards rushing.
The Warriors added another two points to its total
as UM-M committed a safety on its next possession
as a snap went over the head of punter Aaron Mueller.
But the Cougars (0-3, 0-4) would mount their first
serious scoring drive on their next possession.
UM-M went all the way from its own 20-yard line
to the Warrior five, before WSU linebacker Eric
Ellestad intercepted quarterback Monti Ossenfort's
pass and returned it 43 yards.
That started a bad trend for the Cougars, as that
was one of four opportunities UM-M had inside the
Warrior 20, which came away empty.
Jake Tietje and Jon Bussewitz also intercepted
passes that killed Cougar drives.
"We moved the ball well," Cougar coach Ken
Crandall said. "But we've been in a turnover funk the
last three weeks. We can get in the red zone and then
we don't capitalize. The sad part is we could've
scored 28 points today."
The only Cougar touchdown came 'on a 74-yard
pass from Ossenfort to William Beckwith in the third

quarter. Beckwith finished with 15 catches for 289
yards.
His numbers were needed for UM-M, as the
Warrior game plan was to shut down wide receiver
Damien Hoffman who caught 15 passes for 207 yards
in the Warriors 47-22 victory last year.
Saturday, he only caught three passes for 25 yards.
Juaire, who scored a total of three touchdowns, got
into the flow of the game as he collected two touchdown receptions in the second quarter from quarterback Jamie Kahler.
The scores covered 7 and 17 yards.
He also returned two kickoffs for 83 yards,including a 76-yard return for a touchdown in the third quarter.
"There wasn't anyone there," Juaire said describing his kick return touchdown. "Brendon Braatz made
the key block and I just took off with it."
Juaire's three touchdowns moved him into 8th on
the all-time WSU list in touchdowns scored with 21.
"Today was different as we could pick and choose
whenever we wanted to go to Matt," Warrior coach
Tom Sawyer said. "We need to get the ball in the
hands of Juaire (and Carson and Ryan Walch) at the
right places more. The total game plan was good
today. The offensive line was banged up in the past,
and they came out healthy today."
Carson Walch scored his second rushing touchdown of the game in the third quarter from 10 yards
out. He finished with 96 yards on six carries while
collecting two passes for 19 yards.
Ossenfort threw for 308 yards on 23 of 47 passing,
with three interceptions and a touchdown.
The Warrior defense managed to hold the Cougars
under 100 yards rushing on the day as they finished
with a total of 98.
"We've got 'a no-name defense," Sawyer said.
"They don't panic."
Derek Johnson rounded out the WSU scoring with
a 23-yard field goal in the fourth quarter. But he had
his streak of 19 straight extra points stopped in the
second.
"We're really fortunate today," Sawyer said. "All
See Victory, Page 12

EAU CLAIRE, Wis. — Behind
10 season best performances the
Winona State University women's
cross country team ran to a fifth
place finish out of seven teams at
the University of Wisconsin-Eau
Claire Blugold Invitational Friday.
Samantha Runde, Julie Cousins,Kelly Kamperschroer, Tabatha
Breyer, Jessica Manley, Kelli Nims,
Sheri Licht, Jessica Twardy, Sara
Beier and Kristina Bluth all ran season best times to lead the Warriors.
"That's our plan," WSU coach
Neal Mundahl said. "We want to
improve every week. We want to
have steady improvement all the
way through the season."'
Of the 10 season best performances, six were personal bests.
Both Cousins and Licht bettered
their previous personal best times
by more than a minute.
Cousins improved by 1 minute,
11 seconds with her team leading
21st place finish of 20:18, while
Licht shaved 1:04 of her previous
personal best time to place 26th at
20:34.
Other personal bests included
Runde's 28th place finish of 20:36,
Breyer's 33rd place finish of 20:43,
Twardy's 53rd place finish of 21:44
and Beier's 74th place finish of
22:37.
Nims' 34th place finish of 20:47,
Kamperschroer's 41st place finish
of 21:08, Manley's 46th place finish
of 21:19 and Bluth's 79th place finish of 23:28 were all season best
performances.
Jill Guenther rounded out the
WSU finishers as she gutted out a
67th place finish of 22:27.
"This was the best team performance I have seen in quite some
time," Mundahl said. "Everyone ran
as a group and helped each other."
The University of MinnesotaTwin Cities junior varsity team
claimed the team title with a first
place finish of 18 points. UW-Stout •
was second (69), while UW-Eau
Claire finished third with 76 points.
, See Finish, Page 10
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WSU opens conference play on hot
Scott Mank
WINONAN

The Winona State University
women's soccer team has played its
last seven games on the road. Of
those seven, three came in the last
week as the Warriors opened
Northern Sun Intercollegiate play.
Conference action began Sept.
29 against Concordia-St. Paul and
continued Saturday against Wayne
State University and Sunday
against Southwest State University.
WSU finished the three games
with a perfect 3-0 record while
outscoring its opponents 17-0.
The first shutout victory came as
WSU defeated the Golden Bears 8-

0.
Against C-SP, the Warriors were
not only able to hold the Golden
Bears without a goal, but they were
also able to hold them without a
shot.

Freshman Minelle LaPolice led
the way with two goals, both coming in the second half, while Susan
Peterson added a goal and an assist.
"As soon as Peterson scored the
first goal, everything started to fall
apart for them," WSU coach Ali
Omar said.
In a game where WSU outshot
its opponent 43-0, the Warriors
dominated and were able to play
their own type of soccer.
"Basically we overpowered
them; we were able to play our
physical level of soccer," Omar
said.
Then on Saturday against Wayne
State, WSU picked up where it had
left off against C-SP.
The Warriors added another
shutout victory via a 4-0 victory.
However, against the Wildcats,
WSU played a more indirect style
of soccer, where the ball was
moved around and each opposing

Peterson, Lehr claim
conference honors
Jenny Butler/WINONAN

Winona State junior setter Melissa Steinbring (4) floats a
pass to Jenny Holmen (13) during Friday's match against
the University of Minnesota-Duluth.

Struggle

Continued from Page 9

Morisette came in and contributed two blocks and a kill,
almost right away.
"Once I got over being nervous,
I was able to focus on the game,"
Morisette said. "You just can't
think about anything except the
game you're in."
After the Game 2 defeat, the
Warriors regrouped; seemingly
ready to conquer the Beavers.
"Volleyball is a game of
momentum. Sometimes you have
it and the next thing you know you
don't," BSU coach Donna Palivec
said. "One team had it, then we

switched."
Leininger and Schlaak led the
Warriors with 18 and 17 kills
respectively. While Leininger,
Kris Swanson, Mapes and
Steinbring played great defense,
collecting 19, 16, 15 and 14 blocks
respectively.
"I think throughout the game
we played really awesome and we
only got better as a team,"
Morisette said.
WSU is back in action Friday
(7 p.m.) as it travels to Morris to
take on the Cougars in a conference battle.

MINNEAPOLIS, — Winona
State University's Susan Peterson
and Melissa Lehr from Northern
State University share the latest
Northern Sun Intercollegiate
Conference Player of the Week
honor. Peterson had an exceptional
week of play, leading WSU to
shutout victories over ConcordiaSt. Paul, Wayne State University,
NE and Southwest State
University. Peterson, a junior forward from Plymouth, MN, scored
the winning goal against the CSP
Golden Bears and totaled three

Finish

points in the 8-0 Warrior win. She
tallied a goal and two assists in the
4-0 win over Wayne State and
recorded two goals and one assist
in the 5 - 0 victory over Southwest
State.
Winona State, 3-0 in conference
play and 7-3 overall, is ranked No.
8 in the latest National Soccer
Coaches' Association Division II
Central Region poll.
Lehr broke out of a slump with
six goals and one assist in the
Northern State's three matches last
week.

in three games, while earning NSIC
Player of the Week honors.
"We weren't as sharp . as (44
Saturday). They just didn't have the
numbers we have," Omar said. L.
With the game well in hand,
Omar pulled starting goalie Crystal
Pearson in the 77th minute, allowing freshman Alisha Meyers to gi
some playing time.
Over the first three games of th;
NSIC schedule WSU is out-shooting opponents its 93-14.
After a week of shutouts and a
chance to see every player pia+
WSU hopes to keep things rollingat home against the University of
Minnesota-Crookston Saturday
p.m.) and against Moorhead State
University Sunday (1 p.m.).
"Other than sitting on the bus for
hours, it was a productive wee);
end," Omar said.
"It was good to see everyone
play."

defender was beat one at a time.
"I think in that game we looked
as good as we could," Omar said.
"Excellent defensive plays kept the
offense moving. We basically wanted to run all over the place, and in
the end we kind of wore them out."
Peterson again led the way with
a goal and two assists, while
Elizabeth Narten collected a goal
and an assist.
Saturday also marked the
Homecoming game for WSC.
"Basically we messed it up,"
Omar said.
With the end of a lengthy road
trip in sight, the Warriors traveled
to Marshall, Minn., to take on
Southwest State.
WSU again dominated play as it
gained a 5-0 win.
Once again, Peterson led the
way with two goals and an assist.
Peterson finished the week scoring
12 points (four goals, four assists)

NSIC soccer standings
NSIC

OVERALL

TEAMS

Winona State
UM-Duluth
Northern State
Southwest State
Moorhead State
Wayne State (NE)
UM-Crookston
Bemidji State
Concordia-St. Paul
UM-Morris

Continued from Page 9

The Warriors finished with a
team total of 127.
Jill Field led a pack of Gopher
runners across the finish line of the
5,000 meter course with a first
place overall time of 18:55.
The Gophers JV team had five
of the top six finishers overall.

streak-

WSU now has a week off before
returning to action Oct. 16 when it
will take part in the Tori Neubauer
Invitational at UW-La Crosse.
"The week off will give us a
chance to work out some injuries,"
Mundahl said. "That will help us be
ready come Oct. 16."
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NSIC schedule
Thursday
South Dakota at Wayne State (NE) 4 p.m.

Friday
st, Cloud State at Southwest State 4 p.m,
Saturday
Wayne State (NE) at Southwest State 11:30 a.m.
Bemidji State at UM-Morris 1 p.m.
Moorhead State at Concordia-St. Paul 1 p.m.
UM-Crookston at Winona State 1 p.m.
UM-Dututh Northern State 2 p.m:

Sunday
Bemidji. State at Northern State 1 p.m.
UM-Crookston at Concordia-St. Paul 1 p.m.
Moorhead State at Winona State 1 p.m,
UM-Duluth at UM-Morris 1 p.m.

Moss now a breakfast treat
Associated Press

MINNEAPOLIS — Minnesota Vikings receiver
Randy Moss will wind up in a cereal bowl before he
gets to the Super Bowl.
Boxes of Moss' Magic Crunch cereal started
appearing Tuesday on Supervalu and Cub Foods store
shelves in Minnesota, and possibly eastern North
Dakota. A portion of the proceeds from the marshmallow-filled cereal will go to St. Joseph's Home for
Children in Minneapolis, Minn. and an orphanage and
clinic in Mexico that Moss visited a few years ago.
The boxes will feature Moss in a purple jersey, but

not his Vikings uniform.
Ha-Lo Sports is trying to work out a deal with
Kroger Co. to sell the cereal in Moss' home state of
West Virginia, said Brad Crawshaw, marketing projects
manager.
St. Louis-based Ralston Purina Co. will do the packaging.
If the cereal performs well in the Minnesota markets,
Crawshaw said Ha-Lo would try to distribute it nationally.
"He's one of the hottest stars in the NFL right now.
That's why we chose him," Crawshaw said.
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PLay Dates:
10-8/10-14

IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE
WAS EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING
YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.

Superstarirc-13)
Sat. & Sun 12:50, 2:50, 4:50
PM
Weekday Twilights 5:00 PM
Evenings 7:10, 9:10 PM

The Sixth Sense (PG-13)
Sat. & Sun. 12:30, 2:40, 4:50
PM
Weekday Twilights 4:50 PM
Evenings 7:15, 9:20 PM

Mystery Alaska

FOR JUNIOR NURSL\ G STUDENTS
A NURSING EXPERIENCE AT MAYO CLINIC
& HOSPITALS - ROCHESTER, MN
Here is your opportunity to work at Mayo Clinic for the summer.

Summer III is a paid, supervised hospital work experience at
Saint Marys and Rochester Methodist Hospital.
You are eligible for Summer III after your junior year of a
four-year baccalaureate nursing program. It includes direct patient
care experience in the inpatient or ambulatory care setting.

(RI

Sat. & Sun. 1:00, 4:30 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:30 PM
Evenings 7:00, 9:20 PM

Random Hearts at)
Sat. & Sun. 12:45, 4:30 PM
Weekday Twilghts 4:30 PM
Evenings 7:00, 9:30 PM

Three

Kings

Sat. & Sun. 12:40, 2:50, 5:00
PM
Weekday Twilights 5:00 PM
Evenings 7:15, 9:30 PM

Double Jeopardy (K)
Sat. & Sun. 12:30, 2:45, 5:00
PM
Weekday Twilights 5:00 PM

For Love Of The Game

Application Deadline: January 15, 2000

Sat. & Sun. 1:00, 4:15 PM
Weekday Twilights 4:15 PM
Evenings 7:00, 9:30 PM

ma

hink about supporting yourself
for thirty years or longer in
retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face.
Fortunately, you have two valuable
assets in your favor: time and tax
deferral.

Evenings 7:10, 9:30 PM_
IPG-13)

SRAs and IRAs make it easy.
SRAs —tax-deferred annuities from
TIAA-CREF—and our range of IRAs
offer smart, easy ways to help create
the retirement income that your pension and Social Security benefits may
not provide. They're backed by the
same low expenses, exceptional investment management, and outstanding`
personal service that have made TIMCREF the retirement plan of choice
among America's education and
research communities.
,

(RI

Mayo Nursing was awarded the Magnet Hospital Recognition
Status for Excellence in Nursing Service by the American Nurses
Credentialing Center.

For more information contact:

T

The key is to start saving now.
Delaying your decision can have a big
impact on the amount of your retirement income.
What's the simplest and most
powerful way to get started? Save in
pretax dollars and make the most of
tax deferral.

So call now to find out how easy it
is to invest when you have time and
TIAA-CREF on your side.

0 Mayo Clinic & Hospitals
Summer III Program • Human Resources
Ozmun East • 200 First Street SW
Rochester, Minnesota 55905
1-800-562-7984

Mayo Clinic is anaffirmative action and equal opportunity edu , itor and employer.
A smoke-free institution.

To find out more – give us
a call or visit our website
Winona
Cinema 7
' 70 West 2nd St.
Movie Fiothrille
452-4172

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.'
TIAA-CREF Indhidual

1 800 842-2776

www.tiaa-cref.org/minn

and Institutional Services, Inc. distributes CREF certificates and interests in the TIAA Real Estate Account. For more complete information, including
•
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Mood light as
T-Wolves open
training camp

Taking a break

NSIC football standings
NSIC
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OVERALL

Winona State
3
0
Northern State
3
0
Southwest State
2
1
Bemidji State
2
1
Moorhead State
2
1
Concordia-St. Paul
1
2
UM-Duluth
1
2
#Wayne State (NE)
1
2
UM-Crookston
0
3
UM-Morris
0
3
# not eligable for conference championship
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Associated Press
MINNEAPOLIS — Kevin Garnett was regaling
reporters with stories about shooting commercials with
Ekandi Chastain over the summer when Joe Smith hobbled up and feigned the kind of infighting going on in
Houston.
Garnett did his best ad lib.
"What you got to respect about me, not Joe Smith,"
Garnett said with a mischievous grin and a wink, "is I'm
going to come in not limping."
Smith, on crutches after breaking his left foot in a
pickup basketball game this summer, spun around but
before he got in a good comeback, Garnett was ribbing
him some more.
"See, this is what was wrong down in Houston,"
Garnett said, referring to the war of words between
Glades Barkley and Scottie Pippen that got Pippen traded to the Portland Trailblazers.
The mood was light as the Minnesota Timberwolves
opened camp Friday minus the sticky contract talks with
Garnett two years ago or the locker room dissension that
caused Tom Gugliotta and Stephon Marbury to leave last
season.
"The last three years have been very awkward,"coach
Flip Saunders said. "From the standpoint of going
through the Garnett negotiations, which wore everyone
out. And then we signed him 15 minutes prior to media
day two years ago, then we had the Gugliotta and the
M_arbury situation last year."
Saunders, who himself signed a contract extension
this offseason, said he's stress-free for the first time in
years.
The reason? A great mixture of youth and experience,
thanks to the returns of free agents Smith and Terrell
Brandon, and the good-looking selections of first-round
draft picks William Avery and Wally Szczerbiak.
Garnett's style sets the tone for a very relaxed atmosphere.
"The big thing is you're going to get along if you
don't have rifts between your high-level guys," Saunders
said. "And Kevin is definitely a guy that's very energetic, speaks his mind, he's a prankster, just loves to be
al:A.1nd players."
Garnett, entering his fourth season, is primed for
superstardom.
"Kevin has always had a target on his back,"
Saunders said. "He came in as a high school player and
had that target, then he came in and he signed a 5126
million contract and he had that target. Then, he had the
target that there was a lockout because of him. But he's
been able to take every shot and they just keep on bouncing off and he just keeps on moving forward, keeps on
progressing, His improvement in not only basketballwise but from a personal standpoint, being able to withstand all the pressures is nothing short of amazing."
Saunders said he enjoyed watching Garnett spend his
spare time this summer shooting Nike commercials like
the one with Chastain, one of the stars of the World Cup
soccer champions, and helping the United States qualify
for the 2000 Summer Olympics.
But Garnett said it's back to business now.
"It's time for the season, it's time to jump-start the
Mart," he said.
Adding to the bright mood at Target Center was the
Hall of Fame induction of Kevin McHale, the team's
vice president of basketball operations. McHale starred
for the Boston Celtics after playing for the University of
Minnesota.
"I'm just happy to be a part of his show," Garnett
said. "I'm happy to be a part of what he's trying to have
here. I'm happy that he is my boss."
The Wolves are trying for their fourth playoff bid in
five years and their first trip beyond the first round.
Until Smith recovers from his broken foot and fellow
frward Sam Mitchell returns from an injured right knee,
Saunders' biggest concern will be juggling his young
lineup.
"Eventually what it does is it makes your team
stronger," Saunders said. "Because when Joe does come
back, now you have other players who have gotten some
playing time and some experience."
', Saunders said he hopes Mitchell returns by month's
end, and Smith by the opener Nov. 5 in Japan.
When the Wolves were eliminated from the playoffs
last year, Saunders said he needed to add players that
would return the excitement to the team. He didn't do
that with high-priced free agents, but with the best draft
the NBA.
"And don't forget, we've got the most exciting player in the game in Kevin Garnett," Saunders said. "It's not
like we're a boring team."
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NSIC schedule (Oct.9)
Winona State at UM-Crookston 1:30 p.m.
Wayne State at Moorhead State 1:30 p.m.
Bemidji State at Southwest State 1:30 p.m.
UM-Duluth at Concordia-St. Paul 1:30 p.m.
UM-Morris at Northern State 1:30 p.m.
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Jenny But ler/WINONAN

WSU defensive line coach Wayne Wicka preaches to his players, including
Mitch Schiltz (48) and Mike Slomczewski (35) during Saturday's game.

AT&T National PrePaid
Wireless Is Here.

extra charges for roaming
and domestic long distance.
Just pay as you go. You'll get
30 included minutes to start,
plus you'll get a mail in
-

coupon for 60 more. Then
buy PrePaid refill cards for
30, 60, 120 or 240 minutes

No credit check
No deposit
No annual contract
No long distance charges
No roaming fees

Att., Stores an

fos s
SAN BERNARDINO

WEST L.A./HOLLYWOOD
MONTEREY PARK
2200 S. Atlantic Blvd.
323 278-4900

BEVERLY PLAZA
8471 Beverly Blvd.
323 782-5000

LONG BEACH
2170 Bellflower Blvd.,- Unit C
562 430-1200

CHINO
5529-A Philadelphia St.
909 590-1510

SAN BERNARDINO
1375 Camino Real
909 889-1880

DOWNEY
Stonewood
Center Mall Kiosk

PASADENA
3699 E. Foothill Blvd.
626 351-2000

SANTA MONICA
805 Wilshire Blvd.
310 395-2000

MANHATTAN BEACH
1130-C S. Sepulveda Blvd.
310 796-5757

MORENO VALLEY
Moreno Valley
Mall Kiosk

Inland Center
Mall Kiosk

LADERA HEIGHTS
5323 W. Centinela Blvd
310 348-9777

ROWLAND HEIGHTS
17342 Colima Rd.
626 913-0874

Santa Monica Place
Mall Kiosk

Manhattan Village
Shopping Center
Mall Kiosk

ONTARIO
Ontario Mills
Mall Kiosk

LAKEWOOD
4429 Candlewood St.
562 272-4500

WEST COVINA
The Plaza at West
Covina Mall Kiosk

SOUTH BAY
18201 Hawthorne Blvd.
310 793-5360

PALM DESERT
72-286 Hwy. 111
760 836-3000

LOS ANGELES (Downtown)
Macy's Plaza Downtown
Mall Kiosk

WHITTIER
13526 Whittier Blvd.
562 696-3800

TORRANCE
24520 Crenshaw Blvd.
310 326-2117

RIVERSIDE
10173 Magnolia Ave.
909 343-2400

CERRITOS
17500 BLOOMFIELD AVE.
562 809-1567

MONTEBELLO
892 W,Beverly Blvd.
323 838-0200

Available at all

WEST LOS ANGELES
12121 W. Pico Blvd.
310 207-2213
WESTWOOD
Westside Pavilion
Mall Kiosk
WILTERN
3764 Wilshire Blvd.
213 388-9444

SAN DIMAS
830 W. Arrow Hwy., Ste.0
909 592-3232
UPLAND
320 S. Mountain Ave.
909 946-1400
VICTORVILLE
12602 Amargosa, #A
760 245-6577

Dell Arno
Fashion Center
Mall Kiosk

AT&T Stores, participating authorized dealers, and select Barnes & Noble College Bookstores.

AT&T. Purchase and use of a prepaid compatible Digital multi-network phone required. Long distance calls will be delivered by a provider of our choice. Features are not

available for

purchase. Domestic rates not available outside the 50 US or when calls required a credit card to complete. International rates vary by destination.Airtirne for each call is measured in full minutes
and rounded up

CO

the next full minute. Coverage available in most areas. Phone and cards are not refundable. Minutes deposited into your account expire after six months. Full terms and

conditions are contained in the AT&T National PrePaid Wireless Guide. Offer may not be combined with other promotional offers.

Safety

,

Your most '
important call
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Club sports corner

Victory

Doggs place second at
All-Minnesota Tourney
Zac Bauer

next opponent in the semi-finals.
WSU started out strong against
the Fighting Carp claiming an early
8-0 lead.
But St. Cloud State managed to
hang with the Doggs, forcing the
game to come down to the final
drive.
The Fighting Carp maintained
possession of the ball and drove
down to the WSU goal line with
just seconds remaining.
However, the Doggs defense
managed to step up and hold off St.
Cloud State en route to a 23-22
win.
Lastly, it was on to the finals for
WSU as they faced UM-Duluth.
Again the Doggs grabbed an
early 8-0 lead, but UM-D responded with 26 consecutive points to
claim a 26-8 lead, which was the
final score.
The Doggs are back in action
Saturday as they will take part in
the Final Four of Minnesota to
determine who will travel to
Chicago to represent Minnesota in
the Sweet Sixteen Tournament.

ii SPECIAL TO THE WINONAN

The Winona State University
rugby team claimed second place
last weekend in the All-Minnesota
Rugby Tournament at Fort
Snelling, Minn.
Although WSU is a Division II
team, the Doggs played in the
Division I bracket of the tournament.
In its first match Saturday, WSU
faced the University of WisconsinRiver Falls, a team WSU had
already beaten once this season.
Thanks to a three-point kick by
flyhalf Josh Krzewinski the Doggs
managed to squeak by UW-RF with
a 10-7 victory.
ri
In a hard-hitting Game 2, WSU
took on arch rivals, Minnesota
State University, Mankato.
Led by the speed of flanker
,4
Jason Spodick, who scored two
tries, the Doggs were too much for
i Mankato as WSU cruised to a 25-7
.
ia win.
St. Cloud State was the Doggs
:;

1 1'

d

Continued from Page 9

Brad A rnold/WiNoNAN

Winona State's Mike Slomczewski (35) corals Cougars running
back Sharmaine Emmerson, while Warrior linebacker Greg
Nichols moves in to assist in the takedown Saturday at
Maxwell Field.

Associated Press
MARSHALL, Minn. — T.
Bloomfield rushed for 86 yards
and a touchdown as Northern State
defeated Southwest State 20-6
Saturday.
Tyrone Morgan added 66 yards
rushing and a touchdown for the
Wolves (3-0 NSIC, 3-2 overall),
who had an advantage of more
than 13 minutes in time of possession.
John Crosser scored the lone
touchdown for the Mustangs (2-1,
2-2) on a 15-yard pass from Travis
Rebbert.
Southwest State finished with a
negative 14 yards rushing and 105
yards in total offense.
Shane Carter caught two passes
for 82 yards and Pete Peterson
kicked field goals of 30 and 37
yards for Northern State.

Underwood recovering
had been released but declined further comment.
Underwood was a first-round
draft pick by the Minnesota
Vikings. But he left the team in
August without explanation.
Underwood later decided to
return to football to support his
family, and the Miami Dolphins
picked him up on waivers. He
played one exhibition game on
Sept. 2, then injured his shoulder.
Dolphins coach Jimmy Johnson
said Tuesday that the team was
placing Underwood on the
reserved-nonfootball injury list.

Associated Press
LANSING, Mich. — Miami
player Dimitrius
Dolphins
Underwood left a hospital where he
was being treated for self-inflicted
knife wounds and entered a mental
health facility last Thursday.
• Underwood now is receiving
psychological treatment at a medical facility, his agent, Craig
Domann, said.
Underwood had been undergoing treatment at Lansing's Sparrow
Hospital since slashing his neck
with a knife. The hospital said he

the quarterbacks got experience
thanks to our first team doing the
job."
Eleven Warriors caught receptions, led by Willie Wilson's five
catches for 65 yards.
Four different quarterbacks saw
action for the Warriors as Preslaski
started the game and was replaced
by Kahler in the second quarter.
Freshman Bruce Carpenter then
took over the reins of the offense,
leading the troops through the
third and half of the fourth quarter,
before giving way to Mat O'Brien.
Carpenter had the best statistical day of the four, completing
nine passes for 122 yards.
Greg Nichols led the WSU
defense with eight and one-half
tackles.
As a team, the Warriors sacked
Cougar quarterbacks five times,
paced by Davin Thompson and
Eric Overland, who each notched
one and one-half sacks.
Winona State travels to UMCrookston Saturday (1:30 p.m.).

Wolves down SSU in
battle of NSIC leaders
NSIC football

ti
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Beavers 54, Golden Bears 7
BEMIDJI, Minn. — Ben Morie
threw for 192 yards and four
touchdowns as Bemidji State
cruised to a victory over
Concordia-St. Paul.
Drew Wilson caught five passes
for 127 yards and a TD for the
Beavers (2-1, 4-1), who had 519
yards of total offense.
Bemidji State, which has eight
consecutive home wins, rushed for
264 yards and was led by Chris
Meyer with 80 yards and a TD.
Six players scored touchdowns
for the Beavers.
Ben Coauette had 80 yards
rushing, and Mike Allen had six
completions for 26 yards for
Concordia (1-2, 1-3).
Dragons 20, Bulldogs 14

Minn.
DULUTH,
Linebacker Ken Weikel scored the
go-ahead touchdown on a recov-

Get More Than a Test Score
Get Back Your Life

ered fumble in the end zone to help
Moorhead State beat MinnesotaDuluth.
Quarterback Tony Duerr started
scoring for the Dragons (2-1, 3-2)
with a ball fake on an option play
to score from the 8-yard line.
The Bulldogs' Ricky Fritz
sneaked in from 1-yard out on a
fourth-and-goal play early in the
second quarter to tie the game 7-7.
But the Bulldogs (1-2, 1-4)
committed four turnovers and
failed to score despite moving into
Moorhead State's territory on five
of seven second-half drives. The
Bulldogs also missed on two field
goal attempts of 40 and 44 yards.
After Minnesota-Duluth took a
14-point lead on a 33-yard TD run
by Bill Shaughnessy, Moorhead
State went on to score 13 unanswered points in the second half.
The Dragons had 296 yards of
total offense, compared with
almost 400 for the Bulldogs.

Wildcats 35,
Golden Eagles 28
WAYNE, Neb. — Elroy Brown
rushed for a career-high 228 yards
and three touchdowns as Wayne
State defeated MinnesotaCrookston.
Wayne State (1-2, 1-4) entered
the game ranked third in NCAA
Division II passing with nearly 300
yards a game, but MinnesotaCrookston held the Wildcats to 216
passing yards.
Wayne State turned to its running game, and Brown responded,
scoring on runs of 58, 1 and 8

yards.
Minnesota-Crookston (0-3, 1-4)
was stopped on fourth-and-four at
its own 44-yard line with just over
three minutes to play. On its last
offensive possession, Kirk
Steffensen intercepted a Ryan
Zimmer pass with a minute left in
the game.

OPPORTUNITIES at

NATIONAL
DEPRESSION
SCREENING DAY

Depression is an illness and effective treatments are available.

KRYZSKO COMMONS-- DINING
ROOMS E&F

3:30 PM- 6:00 PM
Educational Presentation 3:30 PM
Questions and Answers Following
Screening begins at 4:00 PM
Questions? Call 457-5330

Or Call

1-800-573-4433

for a site near you.

Starter still
anyones guess
Jason Schulte
WINONAN

The Winona State University
football team is more than halfway
through the 1999 season, and one
thing still remains a mystery: who is
the Warriors starting quarterback?
All four WSU quarterbacks,
including senior Eric Preslaski,
junior Jamie Kahler, sophomore
Mat O'Brien and freshman Bruce
Carpenter saw action in Saturday's
46-6 victory over thes University of
Minnesota-Morris.
Preslaski started the game playing the first quarter and completing
4 of 9 passes for 37 yards.
Kahler saw action in the second
quarter, hitting on 8 of 10 passes for
87 yards. Kahler also connected
with junior wide-receiver Matt
Juaire on a pair of touchdowns,
while he was intercepted once.
Carpenter took the first snaps of
his collegiate career when he started
the second half as the Warriors sig:
nal caller. Carpenter remained at the
helm until midway through the
fourth quarter.
Carpenter completed 9 of 18
passes for 122 yards and was intercepted twice.
Mat 0' Brien then finished th,
game at quarterback for WSU, completing one of two pass attempts,
including a 6-yard completion to
Shawn Williams along with an
interception.
"We went with Preslaski because
he had a great week of practice,"
Warrior coach Tom Sawyer said.
"The game plan was to give all four
quarterbacks time. (Bruce) had a
great day on Friday, and we wanted
to see what he had. He did a nice
job in his first opportunity. He's grilc
great leadership skills and knows:
the game well."
But, even with Saturday's victo-',
ry and the showings by the four sig-',
nal callers, the starting job is stilt
anyone's guess.
"Some D-I schools are using two,
or three quarterbacks to win,”;
Sawyer said. "It's not that big of an
issue. Everyone can run the offense;
so there's no drop off."
Preslaski started the first two
games of the season for tlWarriors collecting a 1-1 record.
Kahler then began the Northern;
Sun Intercollegiate Conference sea;
son as the WSU starter. In his two
starts, Kahler had a 2-0 record.
Either Preslaski or Kahler, or
combination of both, would be the
likely candidate(s) to remain th4
leaders of the WSU offense for they,
remainder of the season, but al
Sawyer has shown through the first
five games, he is not afraid to mall
a change if one or both don't pe,
form.
The Warriors are back in action
Saturday (1:30 p.m.) as they travel',
Crookston to take on NSIC new
comers the University of
Minnesota-Crookston
Golcle/
Eagles.

Northwestern College of Chiropractic has
earned an international reputation as an innovative
leader in chiropractic education, scientific research
and patient care.The College is the foundation of
the newly created Northwestern Health Sciences
University, which offers the widest array of choices
in natural health care education in the United States.
The success of students at Northwestern College
of Chiropractic is the result of a rigorous academic
curriculum, limited enrollment, Industry-leading
clinical education programs, and easy access to

Thursday, October 7, 1999
* Free of charge
* Written Self-Test for Depression
* Educational Presentation
* Screening Interview with Mental
Health Professional

V

All four
WSU QBs
see action-

Let Northwestern College of Chiropractic
Help You Discover the Road to a Career in
Natural Health Care
SATURDAY, OCT. 16, 1999
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at

NORTH'WESTERN HEALTH
SCIENCES UNIVERSITY

superior learning facilities.The recent addition of
a pioneering master's-level program in Integrative
health and wellness has moved Northwestern to
the forefront of natural health care education.
Here's what you can expect at Career
Day 1999:
• Learn about the chiropractic profession;
• Meet faculty, staff and students;
•Tour our campus and visit science and chiropractic
methods labs and one of our five outpatient clinics;
• Receive admissions and financial aid information;
• Enjoy a complimentary lunch.
Registration deadline is Oct. II, 1999.
For more information, call 1-800-888-4777, or
(612) 888-4777. Or surf to yorffinlykashAsiu
NORTHWESTERN HEALTH SCIENCES UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE OF CHIROPRACTIC
2501 W. 84th St.
Minneapolis, MN 55431

INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
Up to $10,000 Within Days!!!
No

CREDIT, NO JOB, NO PARENTS SIGNER, NO SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit * bad credit * no income?
IfYou Think You
Can't Get A Credit
Card, Think Again.

Want VISA & MasterCar Credit Cards?

ORDER FO ' M

YES

GUARANTEED APPROVAL
! I want Credit Cards immediately.
• GAC,P.O. Box 20740, Hollywood, Fl 33022

Name
Address
City
Signature

Zip

State

Tired of Being Turned Down?
Guaranteed $10,000 I n Credit!
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Azw.,
AMANNAft,

Wed., Oct. 20 10 AM-3:30 PM
McCown Gymnasium WSU
,

ACR Homes
ARAMARK Educational Resources, Inc
Abbot Northwestern Hospital
Accountants On Call/ Accountant Executive Search
Adecco TAD Technical
Affiliates
Allied Interstate, Inc.
Analysts International
Benchmark Electronics
*Blain's Fleet Farm*
*Border Foods, Inc.*
Born Information Services, Inc.
CDI Information Services
CIBER, Inc.
Career Professionals, Inc.
Carpenter St.Croix Valley Nature Center
*Cenex Harvest States Cooperatives*
Child Care Resource & Referral, Inc.
City of Rochester/Olmsted County
College of St.Catherine
*Combined Financial Group*
Cytec Fibrite
*pain Rauscher*
Dart Transit Company
DataSource Hagen
Edina Care Center
Employment Advisors/Staff It!
*Enterprise Rent-A-Car*
Express Personnel Services
Fair, Issac/DynaMark
Farm Bureau Financial Services
Farmer's Insurance Company
Fastenal Company
FBI Minnesota
Federal Medical Center
Federated Insurance Companies
First Logic Inc.
Flynn Companies-New England Financial
Franciscan Skemp Healthcare
*Gunderson Lutheran Medical Center*
Hamline University Law School
Happy Chef System, Inc.
Hawkins, Ash, Baptie & Company, LLP
Healtheast Care
Health System Minnesota
Hennepin County
Hiawatha Homecare
*HOME 101/Marathon Media*

Home & Community Options, Inc.
Homecomings Financial Network
Horizon Healthcare, Inc.
r&crel Foods Corporation
IBM Mid America Employees Federal Credit Union
Immanuel St.Joesph's Mayo Health Systems
Keane, Inc.
Kelly Services
Kwik Trip, Inc.
Larson, Allen, Weishair & Co., LLP
Laura Baker Services Association
Life Investors Insurance Company Of America
Luther Midelfort-Mayo Health System
Lutheran Brotherhood
Manpower
Mayo Clinic
Mayo Graduate School
*McGladrey & Pullen LLP*
*MetLife Financial Services*
Minnesota Paralegal Institute
MN Dept. of Natural Resources
MN Dept. of Transportation
MN School of Professional Psychology
MN State University, Mankato
MN Workforce Center, Winona
North Star Resource Group
Northwestern College of Chiropractic
*Northwestern Mutual Life*
Northwestern Mutual Life-The Bohannon Agency
Norwest Financial
Olsen Thielen & Co., Ltd
*Onsite Companies*
Pella/Cole Sewall
Pro Staff
Pronto Progress (Diverse Computer Corp.)*
Prudential
RTP Company
*Regions Hospital*
Rice Memorial Hospital
St.Cloud State University
St.Mary's University of MN-Dept.of Resource Analysis
St.Mary's University of MN-Twin Cities Campus
SEMCIL-UHHC
Sheriffs Youth Programs of Minnesota
*Sherwin-Williams Company*
*Shopko*

Showcase Corporation
*Snyder Drug Stores*
Stage Stores, Inc
"Target"
Teachers College at Columbia University
Tentmakers
Thomas Moore, Inc.
University of Minnesota Graduate School
University of Minnesota-Master of Business Taxation Degree Program
U of M School of Public HealthUniversity of South Dakota
University of WI-La Crosse
*US Air Force Officer Accessions*
US Army
US Army Health Care Recruiting Team
US Navy
Valleyfair
Valvoline Instant Oil Change
*Volunteers of America-Bar None*
Walker Methodist, Inc.*
Walgreen's
Watlow Polymer Technologies, Inc.
*West Group*
William Mitchell College of Law
Winnebago software Company
Winona Area Chamber of Commerce
Winona Daily News
Winona Health
Winona State University Office of Graduate Studies
Winter & Associates LLP*
Women's Shelter
Zoltek Corp.
Wait List
Aid Association for Lutherans
Hertz Corp.
*Fastenal Company*
Michigan Technological University
Robert Half/Accountemps
Whitewater Health Care Center

* These Companies will be Interviewing on Thursday, Oct. 21
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THROUGH THE SHUTTER

A TRIP THROUGH THE ARCHES
-OR WHAT I DID ON MY SUMMER VACATION
By Brad Arnold/ WINONAN

The Arches Museum of Pioneer Life, a branch of the

1!

Winona County Historical Society, was founded in 1964 by
Walter Rahn (1902-1984), who built, maintained, gave tours
of and lived on the premise up until his death. Walter was a
talented and dedicated man who loved to share stories of the
past. To illustrate the life and times of the early settlers he so
appreciated, he amassed a remarkable collection of items
and supplied his own hand-crafted wooden models from his
workshop. What started out as a private collection soon outgrew the basement and tool sheds and evolved into a roadThe museum gets its name from the nearby railroad
overpass by Farmer's Park.

side attraction.
Renovated and remodeled this past year, a grand reopening gala, complete with brass band and ice cream social,
was held in June to celebrate the spirit of Walter and pioneer
ingenuity.

Rusty milk cans sit outside the old barn, one of three structures brought to
the site in the late 1960s. The barn houses various antique agriculture tools
and machines. Outside are displays of planters, cultivators, harvesters and
plows.

Walter liked nothing better than to show children around and tell them about the past. At the open house there were plenty of kids at
hand to explore and have a good time. Above left With the aid of a magnifying glass, Galyn Speltz points out fossil fragments to his
older brother Cedric while younger sister Amelia approaches from behind to see what's going on. Top right Josiah Nelson enjoys a
mouthful of ice cream on the warm summer day. Meanwhile, his sister Grace seems to be suffering from a slight case of brain freeze.
Bottom right Another way to keep cool is to take a wade in the creek. This little fella needs a helping hand or two back out after discovering it can still be a bit chilly even on a sunny day.

Light filtering through a window illuminates a rocking chair and spinning wheel inside the log
cabin that dates from the 1860s. Various period items and furnishings are on display, including a cast iron wood burning stove. An upstairs loft provided sleeping quarters.

Located about 15 miles west of Winona on highway 14 between Stockton and Lewiston, the museum and pioneer
homestead are nestled in a quaint and peaceful setting among the bluffs. Also on the site is a one-room school
house. Open during the summer months, the museum can also be toured by appointment through the Winona
County Historical Society at (507)454-2723. Inside the covered bridge that Walter had built he inscribed:
"Well, I'll be jiggered! What on earth could this contraption be?" The object in question is one of a handful of
mechanized manure scoops put out by Hossfeld Manufacturing Co. of Winona. While innovative and unique, it
proved somewhat impractical, proving sometimes you just can't beat manual labor, but truly a museum piece.

REMOVE NOT THE ANCIENT LANDMARKS WHICH
THY FATHERS HAVE SET. PROVERBS 22:28

